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Abstract 

This mock juror study (N = 437) serves as a first examination of mock jurors' perceived 

prototypicality of a sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant in various conditions, to 

ascertain if mock jurors' sexual assault prototypes are one of the mechanisms behind their case-

related decisions. To this end, the present study offers an initial examination of the impact of the 

form of alleged sexual assault (forced oral sex onto the complainant vs. forced vaginal 

intercourse) and complainant and defendant gender (i.e., male complainant-female defendant vs. 

female complainant-male defendant) on mock jurors’ sexual assault prototypes and, in turn, their 

assessments and decisions. The results of a path analysis demonstrate a cautious optimism that 

the form of sexual assault does not play a significant role in mock jurors’ decisions. However, 

the complainant's gender (tied to defendant’s gender) does. Mock jurors perceived the male 

complainant-female defendant condition as less prototypical of a sexual assault case, 

complainant, and defendant than the female complainant-male defendant condition, resulting in 

negative evaluations of the male complainant and favourable evaluations of the female 

defendant, which lowered mock jurors’ probability of rendering a guilty verdict. Simultaneously, 

the present study suggests that for fixed levels of prototypicality, the female complainant 

received heightened negative evaluations from mock jurors, and the male defendant received 

more favourable evaluations from mock jurors, which lowered mock jurors' probability of 

rendering a guilty verdict. Collectively, these results provide evidence to suggests that 

prototypicality is one of the mechanisms behind mock juror decisions in sexual assault cases. My 

results reveal a potential bias in our legal system that should be furthered researched and 

mitigated to ensure fairer decisions for the 37,855 sexual assault trials held in Canada each year 

(Statistics Canada, 2019). 
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Let’s Get Prototypical: The Role of Complainant/Defendant Gender and Form of Sexual Act on 

Jurors’ Decisions in Sexual Assault Trials 

Sexual assault is a pervasive problem in Canada, with one in three women and one in 

eight men victimized each year (Statistics Canada, 2017). Numerous legal reforms have been 

established over the last 40 years to expand the definition of sexual assault (R. v. Find, 2001) 

to better encompass the breadth of forms in which it can manifest, as well as the diversity of 

individuals that can be involved. These reforms aimed to increase both sexual assault reporting 

and sexual assault conviction rates (Rotenberg, 2017). However, prevalence rates of sexual 

assault crimes have increased and, when compared to other crimes, sexual assault cases have 

had higher attrition rates, or “losses” of cases within the criminal justice chain (Bureau of 

Justice Statistics, 2017). In fact, out of every 1000 sexual assaults, only 230 are reported, 46 

reports lead to arrest, nine cases get referred to prosecutors, six cases are accepted to be 

prosecuted, and once a sexual assault case makes it to court, only 20% actually result in a 

conviction (Department of Justice, 2019). Therefore, out of every 1000 sexual assaults, only 

approximately five individuals accused of sexual assault will be convicted (Department of 

Justice, 2019). One of the factors identified as underlying these troubling attrition statistics 

found between trial and conviction involves decision-makers’ conceptions, or perhaps more 

aptly, their misconceptions, about sexual assault and sexual assault complainants (Schuller et 

al., 2010). The prevailing assumption of our legal system is that jurors are blank slates who 

objectively decide on the facts of the case and apply the law to those facts to reach legally 

accurate decisions (Skeem & Golding, 2001). However, research has challenged this notion by 

instead demonstrating that jurors’ expectations and beliefs about a crime can play an influential 

role in their decisions (Schuller et al., 2010). 
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Researchers have turned to Prototype Theory (Rosch, 1978) to explain the role of 

jurors’ attitudes about sexual assault cases/sexual assault complainants in their case-related 

decisions (e.g., guilt, complainant/defendant credibility and blameworthiness; Kessler et al., 

2020; McKimmie et al., 2014; Smith, 1991). Prototypes are defined as the best exemplars or 

cognitive representations of a member within a certain category (Rosch, 1978). Prototypes are 

instinctively employed because they enhance an individual’s memory and recall while saving 

cognitive resources (Rosch, 1978). Applying Prototype Theory to the Criminal Justice System, 

Smith (1991) conceptualized selecting a verdict as a prototype-relevant categorization task. 

Additionally, the Director's Cut Model (Devine, 2012) proposes that jurors' previously held 

ideas about a crime may influence their perceptions of the trial evidence. Therefore, it seems 

plausible that jurors in sexual assault cases would rely on their sexual assault prototypes in 

their determinations of plausibility (e.g., verdict, blame, and credibility).  

Research has found that juror prototypes are informed by rape myths (McKimmie et 

al., 2014). Rape myths are defined as “prejudicial, stereotyped or false beliefs about rape, rape 

victims, and rapists” (Burt, 1980, p. 217). These attitudes are influenced by society's 

dependence on gender norms that dictate what it means to be masculine and feminine 

(Cislaghi, & Heise, 2019). Rape myths dictate what constitutes a prototypical sexual assault 

case, complainant, and defendant (McKimmie et al., 2014), as they are centered around what 

circumstances represent a “genuine” sexual assault, who is involved, and under what form 

(Burt, 1980; Lonsway & Fitzgerald, 1994). Psycho-legal research has predominantly focused 

on the role rape myths surrounding the circumstances of a “genuine” sexual assault case have 

on jurors’ decisions (e.g., Ellison & Munro, 2009; Duke & Desforges, 2007; Masser et al., 

2010; Pack, 2019; Schuller et al., 2010; Stuart et al., 2019). The consensus among these 
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studies is that sexual assault complainants whose behaviours and assaults do not align with 

those prescribed by rape myths are more likely to be blamed and/or considered as less 

credible. The majority of these studies also found that not-guilty verdicts were more frequent 

than guilty verdicts when the complainant’s behaviours and the circumstances of their sexual 

assaults did not align with those dictated by rape myths, which may suggest that rape myths 

play an important role in jurors’ decision-making. 

Preceding research primarily has stayed within the dimensions of a female complainant, 

male defendant, and vaginal intercourse sexual assault. However, there has been limited 

empirical focus on what specifically constitutes a “genuine” sexual assault act or complainant. 

Furthermore, prototypicality of the complainant, defendant, and the case itself has not been 

explicitly empirically examined as the mechanism behind jurors’ decisions. Consequently, the 

aim of my Master’s thesis was to ascertain whether prototypicality mediates the effects of (1) 

complainant gender, (2) defendant gender, and (3) form of the sexual assault (i.e., vaginal 

intercourse vs. oral sex) on jurors’ defendant/complainant blameworthiness and credibility 

assessments, and the relationship between these assessments and jurors’ verdict decisions in 

sexual assault cases. On a broader level, I hoped to expand our understanding of jurors’ sexual 

assault prototypes to examine if variations in gender of the trial parties and the alleged sexual 

act play a role in jurors’ decisions. This line of inquiry is essential to potentially discover 

extra-legal factors that need to be understood and mitigated against by future researchers to 

ensure fair trials without discrimination for all. Canadian sexual assault legislation, Prototype 

Theory (Rosch, 1978), Crime Prototype Theory (Smith, 1999), The Director’s Cut Model 

(Devine, 2012), Gender Stereotype Theory (Kachel et al., 2016), and rape myths (Burt, 1980; 

Lonsway & Fitzgerald, 1994), were reviewed to demonstrate why it is crucial to examine the 
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influence of these unstudied variables on juror decision-making in Canadian sexual assault 

trials as well as the importance of prototypicality as a mediator. 

Canadian Legislation1 

Laws form the basis for how we ought to act (R.S., c. C-34, s. 1). Therefore, I believe it 

is essential that our criminal code defines sexual assault in a way that encompasses all non- 

consenting sexual acts against all genders. With this in mind, I examined research on Canada’s 

sexual assault laws and reforms to assess how sexual assault has been defined in Canada over 

time, including the various amendments that have taken place. This was done to establish 

Canada’s current definitions, and the manners in which the law provides protection for sexual 

assault victims. 

The History of the Legal Definition of Consent in Canada 

Medieval Sexual Assault Laws. Canadian law is derived from English law, which can 

be traced back to medieval laws (Department of Justice, 2017). Common-Law considered rape 

as a branch of abduction. It referred to a “male having non-consensual vaginal intercourse with 

a female who was not his wife” (Criminal Code, 1892, S.C. 1893, c.32, s.1). Within these 

laws, a woman’s credibility depended on her past sexual history. As such, her sexual 

reputation was legally open for questioning in court (R.S.C. 1970, c. C-34 1953-54, c.51, 

s.135; Johnson, 2012). For a claim to be considered valid, a woman was required to 

immediately report the rape after its occurrence (R.S.C. 1970, c. C-34 1953-54, c.51, s.135).  

A woman also had to demonstrate, with physical evidence (e.g., bruises), that she actively 

resisted her assailant (McColgan, 1996; R.S.C. 1970, c. C-34 1953-54, c.51, s.135). Moreover, 

 
1  It is important to note that the author acknowledges that gender and sex are two separate entities, with sex being 

one’s biological makeup, and gender being a social construct (Little, 2016). However, within Canadian sexual 

assault legislation, gender and sex are confounded, and thus this section reports and summarizes the laws as they 

were written. 
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women’s testimonies alone could not convict a defendant; a male relative was required to 

testify (Bill C-46 (278.1-279.91). Not only did these laws narrowly define who is involved in 

sexual assault, but they also limited what acts were considered to be sexual assault and under 

what specific circumstances. Under these laws, the definition of rape made it impossible for a 

man to be considered a victim of sexual assault or a woman to be the perpetrator (Johnson, 

2012). It also limited sexual assault to vaginal intercourse, thereby excluding other forms of 

sex from the legal conversation (Gotell, 2012). These laws also de-emphasized the 

perpetrator’s act of rape and instead prioritized circumstantial behaviour related to a victim and 

narrowly defined non-consent. 

Second-Wave Feminism and Sexual Assault Laws. The advancement of second-wave 

feminism in the 1980s began to address these legal limitations (Gotell, 2012). During this time, 

the following new definition of sexual assault was implemented: “Sexual assault is an 

assault… which is committed in circumstances of a sexual nature such that the sexual integrity 

of the victim is violated” (Bill C-127). This definition had practical implications. First, by 

replacing the term “rape” with sexual assault (Bill C-127), a whole range of sexual activities 

were able to be criminalized and considered sexual assault (McGlynn, 2018). Specifically, 

these legal reforms allowed punishment for sexual assaults that did not involve vaginal 

penetration (s.79(3)). 

Second, these reforms also redefined the offence in gender-neutral terms (Johnson, 2012) 

by using the term victim rather than specifying “woman” or “female”, which allowed for 

greater diversity of who can be considered a victim. These reforms led to positive 

developments whereby sexual assault reporting increased (Roberts & Grossman, 1994). 

However, high attrition rates persisted, resulting in few sexual assault convictions (Conroy & 
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Cotter, 2014). For example, in 1992, 57% of reported sexual assault cases were filtered out of 

the criminal justice system (Statistics Canada’s Uniform Crime Reporting Survey (UCR), 

1994). In one case, a judge proposed that one of the reasons for this was that these reforms did 

not address the broad and unclear definition of consent (R. v. Ewanchuk, 1999). As such, 

Canadian sexual assault laws were once again reformed in 2017, resulting in our current laws 

(R.S., c. C-34, s. 265). 

Current Sexual Assault Laws. The Government of Canada initiated Bill- C-51 on June 

6, 2017, to make the definition of consent more transparent, revise previous sexual assault 

legislation, help ensure fairer trials, and reduce victim-blaming (Casavant et al., 2018). Major 

changes brought forth by this bill include (1) one cannot consent while heavily intoxicated, 

(2) one’s sexual history cannot be used to challenge their credibility, (3) sexual assault 

allegations do not require evidence of forceful victim resistance, and (4) one’s sexual 

orientation cannot be mentioned in court (S.276). To this end, sexual assault is currently 

defined under Section 265 of the Criminal Code, which states that: 

(1) A person commits an assault when (a) without the consent of another person, (s)he 

applies force intentionally to that other person, directly or indirectly, (2) this section applies to 

all forms of assault, including sexual assault, sexual assault with a weapon, threats to a third 

party or causing bodily harm, and aggravated sexual assault (R.S., c. C-34, s. 265). 

This section goes on to elaborate that consent is not obtained when: “…the 

complainant submits or does not resist by reason of (a) the application of force to the 

complainant or to a person other than the complainant, (b) threats or fear of the application of 

force to the complainant or to a person other than the complainant, (c) fraud, or (d) the 

exercise of authority” (R.S., c. C-34, s. 265). 
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It is clear from reviewing the legal reforms on sexual assault that the laws have 

evolved drastically over the years. From medieval times to now, the laws have expanded to 

reflect a broad concept of who is involved in a sexual assault, as well as what constitutes a 

sexual assault, and under what circumstances. Sexual assault scholar and lawyer Elaine 

Craig (2018) argues that legislation is considered to be a potent weapon to combat myths 

against victims and to provide justice in sexual assault cases. However, researchers suggest 

that it may take many years before a newly implemented law is consistently applied to 

jurors’ decisions (Koehler, 2006; Levin & Alkoby, 2017), because of jurors’ heavy reliance 

on their own biases and pervasive myths about sexual assault (Leverick, 2020). 

Juror Bias in Sexual Assault Cases 

Jurors’ personal attitudes and perceptions have been shown to play a strong role in 

their verdict decisions in sexual assault cases (Gravelin et al., 2018). Even when jurors are 

provided with judicial instructions that explicitly tell them not to use their own attitudes about 

a crime during their deliberations, jurors still seem to rely on their own opinions (Carlson & 

Russo, 2001). Research has suggested that due to the complexity and ambiguity of sexual 

assault trials (i.e., the majority being “he said/she said”; Daly, 2006), jurors have a difficult 

time keeping track of both the specific case details and procedural legal instructions (Devine 

et al., 2012). They instead may rely on cognitive representations of the typical/ideal features 

of the crime (referred to as prototypes; Rosch, 1978) and their preconceived notions of what 

constitutes sexual assault (referred to as rape myths; Burt, 1980) to determine how guilt, 

credibility, and blame should be assigned (Du Mont et al., 2003; Ellison & Munro, 2010). The 

relations between prototypes, rape myths, and sexual assault cases will be reviewed in the 

following sections. 
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 Prototype Theory 

In Prototype Theory, Rosch (1978) describes how individuals tend to categorize 

items into memberships, where some members of a category are more central than others, 

and these then form our prototype for that category. Members of a category are more likely 

to become more central, and thus prototypes, when they are frequently viewed and 

constantly associated with that category (Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth, 1977; Posner & 

Keele, 1968; Reed, 1972). Building on their own work, Rosch and Brooks (1978) 

discovered that once a prototype is learned, it is represented in one’s long-term memory as 

a member of that category; this leads to quick and effortless cognitive recall when that 

category is cued. In contrast, it is harder to add less central members of a category into our 

memories, which means they are less likely to be recalled when that category is cued, and 

they are harder to recognize as qualifying as a member (Brooks & Rosch, 1978). For 

example, when the fruit category is cued, many people quickly recall apples since they are 

a central member of this category, whereas few recall tomatoes, even though both are 

members of the category. Even when provided with the definition of what constitutes a 

fruit, individuals will debate whether a tomato is truly a fruit because it does not fit with 

their prototype. 

Therefore, it appears that people's recollection and knowledge of object categories are 

represented by a prototype of the category. If a target object has many features that are 

characteristic of the prototype, then it will likely be judged to be a category member; if the target 

has few characteristic features, then it will likely be rejected as a category member (Rosch, 

1978). One implication of this prototype model is that categories have a graded structure; the 

more typical features an object possesses, the more representative of the category it is perceived 
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to be (Rosch, 1978). More recent research has demonstrated that this prototype model of 

categorization generalizes to social categories as well. Categories such as social situations (e.g., 

parties, interviews, and work; Brooks et al., 2018), and social groups (e.g., fraternity members; 

DeSantis, 2020) all appear to be organized around prototypes. Research suggests that these 

prototypes inform participants' behaviours towards group members (Brooks et al., 2018; 

DeSantis, 2020) and their inferences about the group (Brooks et al., 2018; DeSantis, 2020). This 

research indicates that prototypes are present in a variety of decision contexts.  

Given people's facility with constructing and using prototypes, it is possible that 

individuals rely on prototypes when evaluating criminal cases. They may, for example, 

believe that the typical burglary is committed by a person dressed in black clothing who 

breaks into an unoccupied house late at night and steals jewelry, or that complainants of 

sexual assault are females, defendants are males, and the act in question was vaginal 

intercourse. Suppose jurors have constructed prototypes of crime categories. In that case, it 

is plausible that they may determine the guilt or innocence of a defendant by comparing the 

characteristics of the defendant's alleged crime with the features of their prototype. 

Research on Prototype Theory and the Justice System sheds light on such inquiry.  

Prototype Theory and the Justice System. Smith (1991) was one of the first to utilize 

the Prototype Theory within legal psychology; she wanted to build on Pennington and Hastie’s 

(1986) Story Model, which proposes a three stage "story model" for understanding the 

decision-making process of individual jurors. First, the juror forms the presented evidence into 

a story. Second, following instructions from a judge, the juror categorizes the verdict choices. 

Finally, the juror attempts to match the acceptable story to an appropriate verdict.  
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Smith (1991) recognized that the Story Model did not account for how jurors represent 

verdict decisions or how jurors integrate the judge’s instructions, the facts of the case, and the 

law to select a verdict. Smith (1991) conceptualized selecting a verdict as a prototype-relevant 

categorization task; when a juror is asked to decide whether a defendant is guilty of a certain 

crime, the juror must decide whether the defendant's actions qualify as a member of the crime 

category charged. To investigate this, Smith (1991) presented mock jurors with case 

descriptions that, in accordance with legal definitions and judicial instructions given to them 

about the crime, should have produced guilty verdicts. However, as the number of aspects 

from the case diverted from the jurors’ crime prototype, mock jurors were significantly less 

likely to judge defendants as guilty of a crime. Smith (1991) therefore concluded that mock 

jurors had prototypical perceptions of crime categories that differed from legal definitions. 

Smith’s (1991) work demonstrated that people within our justice system (e.g., police, judges, 

jurors) also represent crime categories with prototypes. Smith’s (1991) innovative findings 

have led researchers to consider the effects of juror prototyping in our criminal justice system.  

Specifically, Devine (2012) expanded on the Story Model to create the Director’s Cut 

Model. The model is concerned with the decisions of individual jurors before deliberation. The 

primary metaphor underlying the model is that of a film director. Much as a director assembles 

the footage from many scenes into a cohesive narrative, the model postulates that jurors work 

with the evidence presented at trial to formulate a narrative account of the events preceding it. 

According to the model, jurors acquire and understand information concerning the trial from 

external (presented evidence, witness testimony, etc.) and internal (stereotypes, pre-existing 

knowledge and beliefs, etc.) sources (Devine, 2012). As the trial proceeds, jurors will form 

mental pictures of the events leading up to the trial (Devine, 2012).  
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According to the model (Devine, 2012), two types of cognitive structures play a 

fundamental role in constructing trial representations: scripts and stereotypes. Scripts are 

event-centred cognitive structures that involve a series of actions occurring in a causal 

sequence (Schank & Abelson, 1989). Stereotypes are person-centred cognitive structures 

consisting of a category label and a set of associated characteristics (Bower et al.,1979). The 

Director’s Cut Model (Devine, 2012) proposes that for jurors, case types may function like 

movie genres. In the world of movies, there are several common film genres. Movie genres 

have fairly standard plotlines, character types, and event sequences. Metaphorically, jurors will 

be familiar with various types of legal cases. According to the model, these types of cases may 

activate an associated script that brings to mind assumptions, beliefs, images, and expectations 

about what the evidence will show. Critically, evidence is more likely to be added to a juror’s 

story if congruent with their pre-existing scripts and stereotypes (Devine, 2012). Therefore, 

according to this theory, jurors appear to rely on pre-existing attitudes in coming to their 

verdict decisions. 

This theory appears to contend that jurors’ scripts and stereotypes inform jurors’ mental 

representation of a case. I argue that these mental representations may be informed by jurors’ 

crime prototypes as well. This supposition seems plausible due to prototype researchers 

arguing that when individuals utilize scripts, the process that occurs is that they simplify their 

perception members by classifying them into pre-existing categories based on the similarity of 

the stimulus to a prototype (St. Amant, 2017). Therefore, it appears plausible that these scripts 

are being formulated based on prototypes. However, limited research has separated prototypes 

from scripts and appears to have confounded the two terms (St. Amant, 2017), despite them 

being different by definition (Foti, 1987). As the Director’s Cut Model suggests, jurors’ scripts 
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are activated based on their familiarity with crime types, and these scripts bring about 

assumptions, beliefs, and expectations about the crime. Perhaps, these scripts could be 

influenced by jurors having a prototypical image of what qualifies as that specific crime. For 

instance, suppose an individual is a juror on a sexual assault case involving a male 

complainant, female defendant and forced oral sex, which does not fit within their sexual 

assault prototypes. In that case, perhaps, the deviation from the prototype is the mechanism for 

jurors' scripts and stereotypes informing their mental representation of the case. Perhaps this is 

why Green (2000) proposes that mock jurors have more prototypical images of sexual assault 

cases than they do of cases depicting crimes of murder and burglary. However, limited 

research has explicitly empirically evaluated what jurors constitute as a prototypical sexual 

assault. This line of inquiry is the main focus of the present study. 

What is the Prototype of a Sexual Assault Case? Crime prototype theorists suggest 

that the complainant and the defendant’s gender are highly salient in formulating a prototype 

about crime in general (Green, 2004). Applying this to sexual assault, it appears that society 

has developed a conceptualization for sexually aggressive behaviour that necessitates men 

oppressing women (Horvath & Brown, 2013). This has made male-on-female violence seem to 

be more accessible in people’s memory as a “typical” instance of sexual assault in contrast to 

female-on-male sexual offences (Bates et al., 2019). As such, there appears to be a prototype in 

jurors’ minds about who is involved in a sexual assault case. Yet, many specific details 

regarding jurors’ conceptualizations of sexual assault cases still remain unclear because only 

the following two studies have directly examined this. 

Anderson (2007) asked mock jurors to write down characteristics of a stereotypical 

sexual assault case (i.e., describing the complainant, the act, and the defendant). Results 
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revealed that all 240 participants maintained that the complainant was a female, and that the 

defendant was male and a stranger to the complainant. These findings align with crime 

prototype theorists’ contentions of the importance of the complainant’s and defendant’s 

genders in formulating a crime prototype (Green, 2004). In a subsequent study focusing on 

female complainants, Ferrone (2018) confirmed that participants' mental representation of a 

sexual assault involves a male perpetrator who is a stranger to the complainant. Further, this 

study added to the conceptualization of sexual assault cases by demonstrating that participants’ 

mental representation also included physical resistance (with injuries to prove it) and 

complainant sobriety.  

As stereotypes describe aspects repeatedly attributed to one group (Geeraerts et al., 

2008) rather than a model of the category (which is defined as a prototype; Rosch, 1978), it 

appears both studies were testing the effect of individuals' sexual assault prototypes using the 

term “stereotype.” Although these studies did not directly measure sexual assault prototypes, 

they provide valuable information on what may comprise individuals' representation of a 

sexual assault case. These findings appear to align with the Director’s Cut Model's (Devine, 

2012) contention that individuals' scripts and stereotypes about crimes have informed their 

mental representations of a case. Additionally, these results appear to support my argument 

that deviating from individuals' perceptions of a prototypical sexual assault scenario may be 

the mechanism for which these scripts and stereotypes inform ones' mental representation. 

Therefore, it stands to reason that individuals may have a prototype of a sexual assault case, 

which appears to involve a male perpetrator, stranger assault, complainant sobriety, and 

complainant resistance. Notably, these prototypes were not directly examined, and the 
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previously reviewed studies did not ask participants to describe the form of the sexual assault. 

Therefore, many aspects of the prototypical sexual assault scenario remain unknown. 

Interestingly, the mental representation of sexual assault cases revealed in these studies 

reflect the old legal understanding of sexual assault (Bill C-127), without incorporating the 

legal reforms around gender neutrality and consent (Bill C-51), demonstrating that legislation 

is not the sole determinant of individuals' sexual assault perceptions. Instead, there appear to be 

other mechanisms driving individuals' understanding of, and attitudes about, sexual assault 

cases. To this end, research has suggested that there are widespread false beliefs about sexual 

assault, referred to as rape myths (Burt, 1980; Lonsway & Fitzgerald), which prescribe the 

prototype of a “genuine” sexual assault case, “genuine” sexual assault complainant, and a 

“genuine” defendant (McKimmie et al., 2014). Research also suggests that these rape myths 

are by-products of gender stereotypes (Gravelin et al., 2018). 

2
Gender Stereotypes and Rape Myths 

Gender Stereotypes 

Gender studies research has demonstrated that individuals are socialized based on their 

gender starting from an early age (Harrison et al., 2008). Girls and boys quickly learn what it 

means to be masculine and feminine, what roles society holds for each of these categories 

(Danube et al., 2014), and according to Kachel’s Gender Stereotypes Theory (2016), how one 

 
2 It is important to note that the author acknowledges that gender and sex are two separate entities, with sex being 

one’s biological makeup, and gender being a social construct (Little, 2016). For the scope of this master’s thesis, 

gender was examined within a binary concept of cisgender masculinity and femininity. While the issue of sexual 

assault against people who are transgender (Jaffray, 2020) deserves future research attention, the rape myths 

associated within the transgender and cisgender community are different (Davies & Hudson, 2011) and beyond the 

scope of this thesis. My research focused on heterosexuality, despite the awareness and advocation of homosexuality 

and bisexuality. There are unique rape myths associated with those who are homosexual (Davies & Mccartney, 

2003; Wakelin & Long, 2007) and bisexual (Mann, 2018), and this was beyond the scope of this thesis. Future 

research should focus on sexual assault victims and accused who are transgender/non-binary/fluid, and those who 

are gay/lesbian/bisexual/pansexual, to allow for a gender-neutral and non-heteronormative understanding of juror 

decision-making in Canadian sexual assault cases. 
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needs to act according to these concepts of masculinity and femininity in order to be perceived 

as a “true woman” and a “true man.” The theory explains that gender stereotypes consist of 

both a descriptive and prescriptive component. The descriptive elements include beliefs of 

what men and women typically do, whereas the prescriptive part dictates what men and 

women should do. Previous research has suggested that the prescriptive component of gender 

stereotypes is important in understanding prejudice and gender bias because it indicates 

approval or disapproval of the behaviour for a specific gender (i.e., aggression is approved of 

in men but disapproved of in women; Kachel et al., 2016). The prescriptive component is 

broken down into positive and negative aspects (Kachel et al., 2016). Positive prescriptive 

stereotypes are desirable behaviours a particular gender is expected to display, while negative 

prescriptive stereotypes are behaviours considered undesirable when exhibited by one gender, 

but encouraged in another (Kachel et al., 2016). For example, women are expected to be 

warm, sensitive, and cooperative, and to avoid aggressive and dominant types of behaviours 

(Koenig, 2018). Conversely, men are expected to be assertive, competitive, and independent 

while avoiding signs of weakness (Koenig, 2018). Violations of prescriptive stereotypes create 

reactions of anger and moral outrage because the person is not acting as they are “supposed to 

act” (Kachel et al., 2016). 

 Gender Stereotypes Theory (Kachel et al., 2016) also informs sexual scripts 

(Wiederman, 2005). A script dictates appropriate social behaviours (Sakaluk et al., 2014), and 

sexual scripts are specific scripts that assign gender-based expectations for sexual behaviour 

ranging from dating to intercourse (Simon & Gagnon, 2003). For example, society expects 

men to be promiscuous, and to be the initiators of sex, while it expects women to be pure and 

chaste (Harrison et al. 2008; White & Yamawaki, 2009). Individuals are expected to adhere to 
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these norms and, similar to the prescriptive component of gender stereotypes, violations of 

these sexual scripts create a reaction of anger (Leftowitz, 2014). These gender stereotypes and 

sexual scripts form the basis of rape myths (Gravelin et al., 2018) and have negative 

consequences for victims of sexual assault who do not conform to these stereotypes. This 

would therefore suggest that male victims of female perpetrated sexual assault are in violation 

of these sexual scripts and gender stereotypes and would be treated differently than female 

victims of male perpetrated sexual assault. 

Rape Myths 

Rape myths are defined as “prejudicial, stereotyped and false beliefs about sexual 

assaults, rapists, and rape victims” (Burt, 1980, p. 217). The Rape Myth Acceptance Scale was 

developed to measure individuals’ endorsement of rape myths in relation to female victims of 

sexual assault (Burt, 1990; Payne et al., 1999; McMahon & Farmer, 2011). Rape myth 

endorsement is suggested to be one of the most consistent predictors for complainant and 

defendant blame in terms of heightened complainant blame and lowered defendant blame 

(Abrams et al., 2003). Jurors’ attribution of complainant/defendant credibility and blame are 

important, as they may play a role in verdict decisions (Ellison & Munro, 2009; Finch & 

Munro, 2005; Morabito et al., 2019). Psycho-legal research has demonstrated that jurors in 

sexual assault cases blame complainants and find them less credible if they do not adhere to 

specific rape myths that dictate who is a “genuine” sexual assault complainant and what is a 

“genuine” sexual assault case (e.g., McKimmie et al., 2014). Further, researchers have 

suggested that there is a negative relationship between jurors’ blame/credibility assessment of 

the complainant and their verdict decisions (Ellison & Munro, 2009; Finch & Munro, 2005), 

whereby the more blameworthy and less credible jurors find the complainant to be, the fewer 
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guilty verdicts they render. As such, it stands to reason that any blameworthy behaviour of the 

complainant, as informed by rape myths, may negatively predict jurors’ judgments of the 

defendant’s guilt. As noted in R. v. Seaboyer (1991), the sexual assault victim “who comes to 

the attention of the authorities has her victimization measured against the current rape 

mythologies.” Parallel to Gender Stereotype Theory, rape myths also contain both descriptive 

and prescriptive elements (Gerger et al., 2007). The descriptive element in rape myths 

specifies the behaviours and actions that typically occur in a sexual assault. In contrast, the 

prescriptive elements dictate the actions and behaviours that are expected to occur (Gerger et 

al., 2007). As such, the aggregated concept of rape myths provides a stereotype of a “genuine” 

sexual assault victim, a “genuine” perpetrator, and a “genuine” sexual assault (McKimmie et 

al., 2014). 

Presently the rape myths that prevail are: (1)Women "ask for" rape, by flirting, dressing 

provocatively, consuming alcohol or behaving promiscuously (Burt, 1980; Lonsway & 

Fitzgerald, 1994); (2) Most rapes are committed by strangers (Burt, 1980; Lonsway & 

Fitzgerald, 1994); (3) A woman should be able to avoid rape by "fighting off" the rapist, and 

she has the responsibility to do so (Burt, 1980; Lonsway & Fitzgerald, 1994); (4) Real men can 

defend themselves against sexual assault (Anderson, 2007); (5) Men cannot be sexually 

assaulted (Anderson, 2007); (6) Only gay men are victims of sexual assault (Anderson, 2007); 

(7) A woman cannot sexually assault a man (Anderson, 2007); (8) Male sexual assault only 

occurs in prisons (Anderson, 2007); (9) Physiological arousal only occurs in consensual sex 

(Anderson, 2007); and (10) vaginal intercourse is the only form of a sexual assault (Lefkovitz 

et al., 2016; Lefkovitz et al., 2014). Collectively, these rape myths have damaging implications 
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for sexual assault complainants whose behaviours and assaults do not align with them (Ellison 

& Munro, 2009; Finch & Munro, 2005; Klement et al., 2019).  

The reviewed rape myths appear centered around three areas: what circumstances 

constitute a sexual assault, who is involved, and under what form. When considering the 

effects of these rape myths on jurors’ decision-making, the majority of research has focused on 

the circumstances. Some literature has also been focused on who can be involved, but there 

still remain numerous gaps, and no study has focused on form. 

Circumstances Informed by Rape Myths and their Effect on Jurors’ Decisions. 

Numerous psycho-legal studies have employed mock juror simulations to ascertain the impact 

of rape myths on juror verdict, as well as credibility and blameworthiness allocated towards the 

complainant and defendant (McKimmie et al., 2014; Stuart et al., 2019; Schuller et al., 2011; 

Starosta & Schuller, 2020; Wenger & Bornstein, 2006). For example, Schuller and Wall 

(1998) conducted a mock juror simulation study to determine the effects victim intoxication 

has on jurors’ decisions. One hundred and fifty-two participants were given a hypothetical 

sexual assault vignette that either depicted the complainant drinking alcohol or cola. The 

results demonstrated that jurors in the alcohol condition rendered significantly fewer guilty 

verdicts, attributed greater blame to the complainant and less to the defendant, found the 

complainant less credible, and found the defendant more credible than did jurors in the cola 

condition. This study demonstrates that the rape myth that a woman “asked for it” if she drank 

alcohol is strongly predictive of mock jurors’ decision-making. 

Subsequent mock juror studies have used similar methods to examine the impact of 

the following rape myths on juror decision-making: stranger versus acquaintance assault (e.g., 

Abrams et al., 2003; Ellison & Munro, 2010; McKimmie et al., 2014; Viki et al., 2004), 
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resistance vs. no-resistance vs. verbal resistance (e.g., Abrams et al., 2003; Ellison & Munro, 

2009; Randall, 2010), immediately reporting the assault vs. delays in reporting the assault 

(e.g., Raitt & Zeedyk, 1997), the victim being visibly upset at the time of reporting vs. not 

visibility upset (e.g., Schuller et al., 2010), and the amount of alcohol a victim had consumed 

(e.g., Abbey et al., 2002; Gravelin et al., 2018; Masser et al., 2010). The results of these 

studies consistently demonstrate that complainants who deviate from what rape myths 

prescribe as a “genuine” sexual assault (e.g., intoxicated complainant, lack of complainant’s 

physical resistance, the defendant was known to the complainant) receive more blame from 

mock jurors, receive fewer guilty verdicts, and are seen as less credible compared to 

complainants who are seen as “genuine”, as defined by rape myths. Accordingly, defendants 

in “ingenuine” complainant conditions are seen as less blameworthy and more credible than 

defendants in the "genuine" complainant condition (Abbey et al., 2002; Abrams et al., 2003; 

Ellison & Munro, 2010; Gravelin et al., 2018; Klippenstine & Schuller, 2012; McKimmie et 

al., 2014; Persson et al., 2018; Sims et al., 2007; Schuller et al., 2010; Viki et al., 2004; Wall 

& Schuller, 2002). These studies demonstrate the potentially strong impact that rape myths 

can have on mock jurors’ decisions. 

Importantly, Du Mont and associates (2003) found that the same applies in real-life 

cases. They examined archival cases of female complainants of male perpetrated sexual 

assault cases to ascertain if rape myths could predict which of the sexual assault cases would 

result in guilty verdicts. The findings demonstrated that rape myths of stranger assault, 

required resistance, “modesty,” and sobriety could in fact predict verdicts. Based on the 

results, the researchers concluded that rape myths are strongly held in our society and are so 

pervasive that they have created a ‘real rape’ prototype (Du Mont et al., 2003). Within the 
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‘real rape’ prototype, a “genuine” sexual assault victim has the following attributes: the victim 

was assaulted by a stranger, she actively resisted the assault, she was sober at the time of the 

assault, immediately reported the assault, and was visibly upset when she reported the crime 

(Du Mont et al., 2003). Notably, for these researchers what is considered prototypical is what 

led to a conviction, and therefore jurors’ perceived prototypicality of the sexual assault case, 

complainant, and defendant were not explicitly empirically measured. Similarly, because the 

archival data comprised sexual assault cases involving female complainants of vaginal 

intercourse sexual assault, how the form of the sexual assault and complainant/defendant’s 

gender relates to this ‘real rape’ prototype is unknown.  

In an effort to examine deviations from Du Mont and colleagues (2003) ‘real rape’ 

prototype on jurors’ decisions, McKimmie and colleagues (2014) presented participants with 

one of two different case summaries. The scenarios were the same except the researchers 

depicted the female complainant as either “prototypical” or “counter-prototypical”. The 

researchers assumed these prototypes based on the rape myth literature and Du Mont and 

colleagues’ (2003) ‘real rape’ prototype. Therefore, the “prototypical complainant” aligned 

with rape myths and was assaulted by a stranger, resisted, immediately reported the assault, 

was emotional when reported the crime, and was sober at the time of the assault. The “counter-

prototypical complainant” was depicted in opposition to these rape myths. Participants were 

randomly assigned to either the “prototypical” or “counter-prototypical” condition. The results 

revealed that mock jurors in the “prototypical” condition rendered significantly more guilty 

verdicts and attributed less blame along with higher credibility to the complainant than mock 

jurors in the “counter-prototypical” condition (McKimmie et al., 2014). These results appear 

to parallel the Director’s Cut Model’s (Devine, 2012) conception that jurors rely on pre-
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existing attitudes in coming to their verdict decisions, and so it stands to reason that jurors will 

use prototypes when evaluating their determination of guilt, blame, and credibility in a sexual 

assault trial. Importantly, although it appears as though deviating from the prototype is the 

mechanism through which factors of rape myths influence juror decision-making, 

prototypicality in itself was not actually measured within McKimmie and colleagues’ study 

(2014). In fact, the role of prototypicality in jurors’ decisions in sexual assault cases has never 

actually been measured. Rather, previous research has manipulated how "prototypical" a 

sexual assault scenario is based on if the condition adheres to the specific rape myths that 

dictate who is a “genuine” sexual assault complainant and what is a “genuine” sexual assault 

case. Therefore, previous research has not directly measured mock jurors' perceived 

prototypicality of a sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant in various conditions. 

Consequently, it is unknown what comprises mock jurors' sexual assault prototypes and if/how 

they use their prototypical assessments to inform their case-related decisions; this was a 

specific gap that the present study aimed to fill. 

Collectively, these results demonstrate that jurors hold an image of a sexual assault 

complainant that is based on rape myths and is in sharp contrast to current legislation (e.g., Bill 

C-51) as well as to the realities of our current society. Canadian data demonstrates that most 

sexual assaults are perpetrated by someone known to the complainant (Canadian Centre for 

Justice Statistics, 2020), and approximately one-half of sexual assault cases in Canada 

involved alcohol consumption by the complainant (Statistics Canada, 2018). Studies also 

exemplify that the majority of complainants do not resist their assaults (Haskell & Randall, 

2019), but rather experience “frozen helplessness” where freezing is an automatic, involuntary 

response to a threat (Marx et al., 2008). Furthermore, deviations from what rape myths 
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prescribe as an “appropriate” sexual assault, potentially because they deviate from one’s 

prototypical image, seem to result in fewer guilty verdicts and harsher complainant judgements 

(Ellison & Munro, 2009; Finch & Munro, 2005; Klement, 2017; Sommer et al., 2016). 

In all of the preceding mock juror psycho-legal research, the researchers solely 

examined mock jurors’ perceptions of a female complainant of male perpetrated sexual assault 

(Abbey et al., 2002; Abrams et al., 2003; Ellison & Munro, 2010; Gravelin et al., 2018; 

Klippenstine & Schuller, 2012; McKimmie et al., 2014; Persson et al., 2018; Schuller et al., 

2010; Viki et al., 2004). These are important studies given the multitude of women who 

experience forced vaginal intercourse by men each year (World Health Organization, 2019). 

However, the singular focus on only one type of complainant (i.e., female) perpetuates the 

false narrative that only females are victims of sexual assaults and only men are the 

perpetrators (Anderson, 2007). 

3Rape myths: Victim and Perpetrator Gender and Their Effect on Jurors’ 

Decisions. The rape myths that define who can be involved in a sexual assault (e.g., men 

cannot be sexually assaulted, women cannot sexually assault a man; Anderson, 2007) appear 

to be by- products of the socially constructed ideals of sexual victimization, where victims of 

sexual assault are perceived to be weak and defenseless. This aligns with the social construct 

of femininity (Javaid, 2017). Thus, male victimization contradicts the notions of socially 

constructed ideas of masculinity, because society notes that men are strong (Lindsey, 2016). 

Additionally, female perpetrators of sexual assault challenge the ideas of femininity because 

 
3 For the purpose of this thesis, we are interested in prototypicality within heterosexual pairings because same-sex 

sexual assault can bring perceptions of homosexuality and the potential of homophobia. Furthermore, same-sex 

sexual assault has its own rape myths (Davies et al., 2012; White & Kurpius, 2002), and was outside of the scope of  

 this thesis. I fully recognize that same-sex sexual assault and juror decision-making warrants empirical 

investigation, and it is my future research goal to do so. 
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all female relations are socialized to be nurturing and passive (Lindsey, 2016). As such, it 

would follow that sexual assault scenarios involving male complainants and female 

perpetrators would not align with jurors’ prototypical image of a sexual assault case, 

complainant, and defendant. It is feasible, then, that jurors’ complainant/defendant blame and 

credibility assessments may reflect this misalignment with sexual assault prototypes, which 

may in turn predict their verdict decisions. However, few empirical studies have examined a 

male complainant with a female defendant, with the bulk of the research using a male 

defendant (Anderson, 2004; Burt & DeMello, 2002; Davies & Boden, 2012; Davies et al., 

2001; Davies et al., 2011; Davies & McCartney, 2003; Davies et al., 2012; Wakelin & Long, 

2003). Additionally, no previous study has examined prototypicality as the mechanism behind 

juror decisions in sexual assault cases. The present study sought to fill this gap. 

Female-on-Male Sexual Assault. Sexual victimization conducted by a woman 

towards a man may produce suspicion of the male victim because the gender stereotype 

associated with men is that they are more sexually assertive, and always willing to engage in 

sex with a woman (Wakelin & Long, 2003). Thus, this gender stereotype portrays men as 

unlikely to become unwilling victims of forced sexual assaults by women (Caleo, 2016). This 

gender stereotype seems to have helped in creating the rape myth that women cannot sexually 

assault men (Anderson, 2007). This rape myth, however, is not reflective of our society. 

Stemple and Meyer (2017) pooled four years of National Crime Victimization Survey data 

and demonstrated that over 35% of male victims who experienced a sexual assault were 

victims of a female perpetrator. This serves to dispel the myths that men cannot be sexually 

assaulted, and that women cannot sexually assault men (Anderson, 2007).  
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Of the scant research that has examined female perpetrated male victimization, the 

studies focused on other rape myths such as the requirements of resistance, victim sobriety, 

and assault by a stranger (Anderson, 2007; Pica et al., 2018). The results elucidate clear 

parallels for male complainants of sexual assault with the female sexual assault literature 

concerning stranger vs. acquaintance sexual assault (Anderson, 2007), resistance vs. no 

resistance (Anderson, 2007; Pica et al., 2018), and intoxicated vs. sober (Pica et al., 2018). 

Specifically, male complainants who knew their assailant, who did not resist the assault, and 

who were intoxicated at the time of their assault were blamed more than those who were 

assaulted by a stranger, actively resisted, and were sober. Of importance, the male 

complainant in every condition was blamed significantly more than his female complainant 

counterpart (Anderson, 2007; Pica et al., 2018; Starosta & Schuller, 2020). Similarly, the 

female defendant was viewed as significantly more credible and less blameworthy than the 

male defendant regardless of the other conditions (Anderson, 2007; Pica et al., 2018; Starosta 

& Schuller, 2020). Interestingly, no significant differences were found between jurors' verdict 

decisions for a male or a female complainant within these studies.   

These results have very important implications. First, they demonstrate that jurors 

blame male complainants more and view them as less credible than their female complainant 

counterparts. Subsequently, the female perpetrator of male sexual assault is viewed as less 

blameworthy and more credible than a male perpetrator of female sexual assault. This is 

concerning if a male victim of female-perpetrated sexual assault decides to bring his case to 

trial because, based on the research, his claims are less likely to be believed, and his 

perpetrator will be seen as more credible than he is. Second, these findings imply that knowing 

one’s assailant, inebriation, and lack of resistance can influence the levels of blame attributed 
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toward the complainant regardless of their gender. Together, these findings should be of 

concern for our criminal justice system because they reflect the strong role rape myths play in 

jurors’ decision-making. 

It appears from the reviewed literature that sexual assault cases involving a male 

complainant and a female defendant are treated less favourably by jurors (i.e., greater 

complainant blame, and lower complainant credibility) than sexual assault cases involving a 

female complainant and a male defendant (Anderson, 2007; Pica et al., 2018; Starosta & 

Schuller, 2020). It is feasible that this occurs because male complainants of female perpetrated 

sexual assault contradict current gender stereotypes (Kachel et al., 2016) and would thereby 

not fit within jurors’ prototypes of a sexual assault case, complainant, or defendant. In 

accordance with Smith’s (1991) findings, deviating from a prototype should play a role in 

jurors’ decisions, and following the Director’s Cut model, aspects that do not fit within jurors’ 

pre-existing attitudes should play a role in jurors’ use of the evidence. However, it is unknown 

how jurors may rate the prototypicality of a sexual assault case involving a male complainant 

and a female defendant because no study has examined this. Furthermore, limited studies have 

examined sexual assault cases involving male complainants and female defendants in general. 

Therefore, more research is warranted on this prevalent, yet understudied population. 

Rape Myths: Form of the Sexual Assault and their Effect on Jurors’ Decisions. 

The Canadian legal definition of sexual assault includes forced oral sex (Criminal Code of 

Canada, s. 276). Furthermore, as of 2015 approximately 287,450 victims in North America 

had reported a forced oral sexual assault (Truman & Langton, 2015). These numbers are 

likely an underrepresentation due to low reporting rates of sexual assault crimes (Statistics 

Canada, 2017). However, in line with the prevailing rape myth that only vaginal intercourse 
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equates a sexual assault (Lefkovitz et al., 2014; Lefkovitz et al., 2016), there appears to be a 

common belief that oral sex is a less serious form of assault. For example, Chambers (2007) 

interviewed college students’ opinions of different sexual activities to examine the sexual 

script surrounding various sexual acts. The results found that men and women regarded oral 

sex as less serious and less intimate than intercourse. This study is important in the context of 

juror decision-making because The Director's Cut Model contends that scripts inform mock 

jurors' representation of a case (Devine, 2012), and I argue these scripts are formulated based 

on prototypes. Therefore, it stands to reason that mock jurors may not view oral sex as a 

prototypical sexual assault form. 

The impact of this rape myth on societal perceptions is further highlighted in a study 

conducted by George and Spohn (2019), who examined 517 prosecutors’ decisions to charge 

suspects in an alleged sexual assault involving either vaginal intercourse or oral sex. The 

authors decided to use oral sex to depict a less serious assault to ascertain if offence 

seriousness influences prosecutors’ decisions. However, by labelling forced oral sex as less 

serious, the authors themselves endorsed the notion that oral sex is a lesser form of sexual 

assault and not equivalent to an assault involving vaginal intercourse, which ignores the lived 

experiences of victims who demonstrate that a forced sexual encounter is damaging both 

physically and emotionally regardless of its form (Brown et al., 2009; Petersson & Plantin, 

2019; Reddit, Raising Awareness for Male survivors of Rape, 2013; Reddit, Was this rape? 

Forced oral sex, 2008; Weare, 2018). Nonetheless, the study found that prosecutors did not 

prosecute as many oral sex sexual assault claims as they did of those involving vaginal 

intercourse. Although this study had limitations, the results do demonstrate that oral sex 

sexual assault is not taken as seriously, despite the harm it causes. Prosecutors have an 
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important role in sexual assault cases, as they decide whether to prosecute a sexual assault 

(Kannanayakal, 2020). Notably, however, prosecutors are not the only decision makers within 

a sexual assault case. As such, it is necessary to examine the role this rape myth has on 

various members involved in the decision-making process of a sexual assault case. 

Unfortunately, a large gap exists in the jury decision-making research with regards to 

jurors’ decisions in oral sex sexual assault cases. A review of the literature was unable to 

identify a single peer-reviewed jury study involving an oral sex sexual assault case. 

Conceivably, the previous legal assumption that sexual assault can only be a vaginally 

penetrative act (Bill C-127) still prevails among the empirical discourse. Thus, the role this 

rape myth has on jurors’ prototypes and decisions is a specific gap that the current study aimed 

to address. 

Current study 

Jurors bring their own attitudes with them into the jury room (Horvath & Brown, 2009). 

Due to the complexity of sexual assault trials, it is feasible that jurors in sexual assault cases 

would rely on prototypes in an effort to save cognitive resources. Similarly, the Director’s Cut 

Model maintains that jurors' evaluations of the trial evidence are influenced not only by the 

facts of the case but also by their pre-existing attitudes (Devine, 2012), which I argue may be 

informed by their sexual assault prototypes. Importantly, prototypes are predictive of jurors’ 

verdicts (Smith, 1991). Research has recognized that prototypes are advantageous for their 

ability to quickly assess if a situation fits a category of a member (Rosch, 1978), and there is 

empirical support that jurors have more prototypes regarding a sexual assault case than they do 

for other crimes (Green, 2000). Furthermore, these prototypes are informed by rape myths 

(McKimmie et al., 2014) that are centered around what circumstances represent a “genuine” 
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sexual assault, who is involved, and under what form. Presently, the rape myths that have 

received the most empirical support are the rape myths surrounding the circumstances that 

constitute a “genuine” sexual assault case (i.e., stranger, victim resistance, and sobriety). There 

is limited empirical investigation devoted to the rape myths that (1) men cannot be sexually 

assaulted, (2) women cannot sexually assault men and (3) vaginal intercourse is the only form 

of a sexual assault, and how these rape myths may be informing mock jurors’ prototypes in 

sexual assault cases. Because psycho-legal research has not explicitly measured mock jurors' 

perceived prototypicality of a sexual assault case, complainant, or defendant, it is unknown if 

mock jurors' sexual assault prototypes are one of the mechanisms behind their case-related 

decisions. It is also unknown what genders and forms are perceived as a prototypical sexual 

assault case, complainant, or defendant.  

In an effort to begin to fill these gaps in the psycho-legal literature, my thesis sought to 

advance our understanding of 1) what jurors perceive as a prototypical sexual assault case, 

complainant, and defendant, 2) the role of deviations from this prototypical image on jurors’ 

complainant/defendant blame and credibility assessments, and 3) the relationship between 

jurors’ complainant/defendant blame and credibility assessments and their verdict decisions in 

sexual assault cases. Specifically, the objectives of my Master’s thesis were three-fold. The 

first objective was to ascertain if the form of the sexual assault and the complainant and 

defendant’s genders (male defendant/female complainant vs. female defendant/male 

complainant) influence mock jurors’ perceptions of a sexual assault case’s, complainant’s, and 

defendant’s prototypicality. The second objective was to examine if prototypicality of the case, 

complainant, and defendant are related to mock jurors’ complainant/defendant blame and 

credibility assessments. Thirdly, I aimed to investigate the relationship between mock jurors’ 
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complainant/defendant blame and credibility assessments and their verdict decisions in sexual 

assault cases. I conducted a path analysis to examine the possible linkages between these 

constructs. This allowed for a better understanding of the processes and mechanisms behind 

the phenomenon of mock jurors’ verdict decisions in sexual assault cases (see figure 1). 

Figure 1 

Hypothesized conceptual model (see design section). 
 

 
Note. Complainant gender and defendant gender were tied together.  

Red line = a negative relationship. 

Green line = a positive relationship. 

Faded line = reduced direct effect with prototypicality (of the case, complainant, and defendant) 

as the meditator.  

  

Following the most common psycho-legal research approach (Greene et al., 2004: 

Lieberman et al., 2016), my thesis employed a mock juror simulation study. The present study 

varied the form of the sexual assault (vaginal intercourse, oral sex) and, in accordance with the 

methodology utilized by Starosta and Schuller (2020), tied the variable of complainant gender 

to defendant gender whereby complainant gender was a function of defendant gender. 
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Therefore, when the complainant was depicted as a man, the defendant was always depicted as 

a woman, and when the complainant was depicted as a woman, the defendant was always 

depicted as a man (see method section). 

The study measured jurors’ prototypicality ratings of a sexual assault case, complainant, 

and defendant. The study also measured five dependent variables: verdict, defendant and 

complainant blame, and defendant and complainant credibility. The remaining aspects of the 

sexual assault were represented to adhere to the specific rape myths that dictate what a 

“genuine” sexual assault case is (i.e., stranger assault, verbal-resistance, sober, immediately 

reported the assault), to allow for a focused examination on whether/how the form of the sexual 

assault and the gender of complainant and the defendant inform mock jurors' sexual assault 

prototypes. 

The goal of the present thesis was to potentially discover one of the mechanisms behind 

jurors’ decisions in sexual assault cases by examining the role of prototypicality on jurors’ 

decisions. The study aimed to add to the conceptualization of the “real rape” prototype (Du 

Mont et al., 2003) by explicitly measuring mock jurors’ perceived prototypicality of a sexual 

assault case, complainant, and defendant to ascertain how male complainants of female 

perpetrated sexual assault and oral sex fit within jurors’ image of a prototypical sexual assault 

scenario. The study can potentially add to the Director’s Cut Model (Devine, 2012) by 

providing evidence to suggest that jurors’ pre-existing attitudes are also informed by their 

crime prototypes. Furthermore, this research brought male victims of female perpetrated sexual 

assault and forced oral sex to the empirical discourse, which can help improve our 

understanding of the multifaceted role gender of the complainant/defendant and form of the 

sexual assault play in judicial decision-making in sexual assault cases. It is essential to study 
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juror bias as it relates to each aspect of our current sexual assault laws, which portray a broad 

spectrum of who is involved in a sexual assault and what constitutes a sexual assault. 

Hypotheses 

1) Sexual assault form 

Direct Effects. a. In line with the rape myth that only vaginal intercourse equates a 

sexual assault (Lefkovitz et al., 2014; Lefkovitz et al., 2016), and previous empirical findings 

that sexual assault complainants who deviate from what rape myths prescribe as a “genuine” 

sexual assault are treated less favourably by jurors (e.g., Abrams et al., 2003; Ellison & Munro, 

2010; McKimmie et al., 2014; Viki et al., 2004), I predicted direct effects from the form of the 

sexual assault to complainant/defendant blame and credibility. The vaginal intercourse condition 

was expected to negatively predict complainant blame, positively predict complainant credibility, 

positively predict defendant blame, and negatively predict defendant credibility, as compared to 

the oral sex conditions. These direct effects were predicted to be reduced in size with the 

introduction of prototypicality assessments as the partial mediator.   

Indirect Effects. b. In line with the rape myth that only vaginal intercourse equates a 

sexual assault (Lefkovitz et al., 2014; Lefkovitz et al., 2016), I predicted that the vaginal 

intercourse form of sexual assault would positively predict the prototypicality of the case, the 

complainant, and the defendant. 

c. In association with prototype theory (Rosch, 1978), The Director’s Cut Model 

contention that jurors rely on their pre-existing attitudes to make their decisions (Devine, 2012), 

and crime prototype literature (Smith, 1991), I hypothesized case, complainant and defendant 

prototypicality to negatively predict complainant blame, positively predict complainant 

credibility, positively predict defendant blame, and negatively predict defendant credibility. 
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Therefore, sexual assault form was expected to indirectly predict jurors’ complainant/defendant 

blame and credibility assessments by directly predicting jurors’ prototypicality assessments of 

the sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant, which were then expected to predict jurors' 

complainant/defendant blame and credibility assessments. 

d. Based on research examining the relationship between jurors’ complainant/defendant 

blame and credibility assessments and their verdict decisions (Ellison & Munro, 2009; Finch & 

Munro, 2005), I expected that complainant/defendant blame and credibility would predict jurors’ 

verdict decisions, as depicted in Figure 1. Therefore, sexual assault form was expected to 

indirectly predict jurors’ verdict decisions by directly predicting their prototypicality 

assessments, which were expected to predict their complainant/defendant blame and credibility 

assessments, which were then expected to predict their verdict decisions.   

Path analysis: The vaginal intercourse condition was predicted to be seen as more 

prototypical of a sexual assault case, complainant and defendant, which was expected to lead to 

lower complainant blame, lower defendant credibility, higher complainant credibility, and higher 

defendant blame, which in turn was expected to lead to more guilty verdicts compared to the oral 

sex condition (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 

Hypothesized path analysis for the indirect and direct effect of form of the sexual assault on 

jurors’ verdict decisions in sexual assault cases  

 
Note. Red line = a negative relationship. 

Green line = a positive relationship. 

Faded line = reduced direct effect with prototypicality (of the case, complainant, and defendant) 

as the meditator.  

 

2) Complainant (and defendant) gender 

 

 Direct Effects. a. In line with the rape myths that men cannot be sexually assaulted 

(Anderson, 2007) and women cannot sexually assault men (Anderson, 2007), along with 

previous empirical findings surrounding rape myths and complainant/defendant blame and 

credibility (e.g., Abrams et al., 2003; Ellison & Munro, 2010; McKimmie et al., 2014; Viki et al., 

2004), I predicted direct effects from the complainant (and defendant) gender to 

complainant/defendant blame and credibility. The female complainant-male defendant condition 

was expected to negatively predict complainant blame, positively predict complainant credibility, 

positively predict defendant blame, and negatively predict defendant credibility, as compared to 

the male complainant-female defendant condition. The direct effects from complainant gender to 
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complainant/defendant blame and credibility were predicted to be reduced in size with the 

introduction of prototypicality assessments as the partial mediator.  

 Indirect Effects. b. In line with the rape myths that men cannot be sexually assaulted 

(Anderson, 2007) and women cannot sexually assault men (Anderson, 2007), I hypothesized that 

the female complainant-male defendant condition would positively predict the prototypicality of 

the case, the complainant, and the defendant. 

 c. Following prototype literature (Rosch, 1978), Director’s Cut Model (Devine, 2012), 

crime prototype literature (Green, 2004; Smith, 1991), previous research concerning individuals' 

mental representation of sexual assault cases (Anderson, 2007; Ferrone, 2018; Horvath & 

Brown, 2013), Gender Stereotype Theory (Kachel et al., 2016), and the preceding literature 

examining male victims of female-perpetrated sexual assaults (Anderson, 2007; Pica et al., 2018; 

Starosta & Schuller, 2020), I predicted that jurors’ perceptions of the prototypicality of the case, 

complainant, and defendant would negatively predict complainant blame, positively predict 

complainant credibility, positively predict defendant blame, and negatively predict defendant 

credibility. To this end, the complainant (and defendant) gender was expected to indirectly 

predict jurors’ defendant/complainant blame and credibility assessments by directly predicting 

jurors’ prototypicality assessments, which were then expected to predict jurors’ 

complainant/defendant blame and credibility assessments. 

 d. Based on research examining the relationship between jurors’ complainant/defendant 

blame and credibility assessments and their verdict decisions (Ellison & Munro, 2009; Finch & 

Munro, 2005), I hypothesized that jurors’ defendant/complainant credibility and blame 

assessments would predict jurors’ verdict decisions, as depicted in Figure 1. Accordingly, the 

complainant (and defendant) gender was expected to indirectly predict jurors’ verdict decisions 
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by directly predicting jurors’ prototypicality assessments, which were expected to predict jurors’ 

complainant/defendant blame and credibility assessments, which, in turn, were expected to 

predict jurors’ verdict decisions. 

 Path analysis: The female complainant-male defendant combination was expected to be 

seen as more prototypical of a sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant, leading to lower 

complainant blame, lower defendant credibility, higher complainant credibility, and higher 

defendant blame. This was expected to in turn lead to more guilty verdicts compared to the male 

complainant-female defendant condition (see Figure 3). 

Figure 3 

Hypothesized path analysis for the indirect and direct effect of complainant gender (and 

defendant gender) on jurors’ verdict decisions in sexual assault cases 

 

Note. Red line = a negative relationship. 

Green line = a positive relationship. 

Faded line = reduced direct effect with prototypicality (of the case, complainant, and defendant) 

as the meditator.  

 

3) Interactions between sexual assault form and complainant (and defendant) gender 
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 Direct Effects. a. Based on research examining the relationship between rape myths and 

jurors’ complainant/defendant blame and credibility assessments (e.g., Abrams et al., 2003; 

Ellison & Munro, 2010; McKimmie et al., 2014; Viki et al., 2004), I predicted direct effects from 

the hypothesized interaction term of form of the sexual assault and complainant gender (tied to 

defendant gender). The female complainant-male defendant-vaginal intercourse condition was 

expected to negatively predict complainant blame, positively predict complainant credibility, 

positively predict defendant blame, and negatively predict defendant credibility as compared to 

all the other conditions. These direct effects were predicted to be reduced in size with the 

introduction of prototypicality assessments as the partial mediator.  

 Indirect Effects. b. In accordance with the rape myths that only vaginal intercourse 

equates sexual assault (Lefkovitz et al., 2016; Lefkovitz et al., 2014), men cannot be sexually 

assaulted (Anderson, 2007), and women cannot sexually assault men (Anderson, 2007), I 

hypothesized that the female complainant-male defendant-vaginal intercourse condition would 

positively predict prototypicality of the case, the complainant, and the defendant. 

 c. Following prototype literature (Rosch, 1978), Director’s Cut Model (Devine, 2012), the 

crime prototype literature (Green, 2004; Smith, 1991), and previous research (Anderson, 2007; 

Ferrone, 2018; Horvath & Brown, 2013; Pica et al., 2018; Starosta & Schuller, 2020), I 

hypothesized that the prototypicality of the case, the complainant, and the defendant would 

negatively predict complainant blame, positively predict complainant credibility, positively 

predict defendant blame, and negatively predict defendant credibility. Consequently, the sexual 

assault form × complainant (and defendant) gender interaction term was expected to indirectly 

predict jurors’ complainant/defendant blame and credibility assessments by directly predicting 
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jurors’ prototypicality assessments, which were then expected to predict jurors’ 

complainant/defendant blame and credibility assessments. 

 d. Consistent with previous research (Ellison & Munro, 2009; Finch & Munro, 2005), I 

predicted that jurors’ defendant/complainant credibility and blame assessments would predict 

their verdict decisions, as depicted in Figure 1. Thus, the sexual assault form × complainant (and 

defendant) gender interaction term was expected to indirectly predict jurors’ verdict decisions by 

directly predicting jurors’ prototypicality assessments, which were expected to predict jurors’ 

complainant/defendant blame and credibility assessments, which were then expected to predict 

jurors’ verdict decisions. 

Path analysis: The female complainant-male defendant-vaginal intercourse condition 

was expected to be seen as more prototypical of a sexual assault case, complainant, and 

defendant in comparison to the male complainant-female defendant-vaginal intercourse, male 

complainant-female defendant-oral sex, and female complainant-male defendant-oral sex 

conditions. This was expected to lead to lower complainant blame, lower defendant 

credibility, higher complainant credibility, and higher defendant blame, which would lead to 

more guilty verdicts compared to the other conditions (see Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. 

Hypothesized path analysis for the interaction between sexual assault form and complainant 

(and defendant) gender on juror verdict decisions 

 

 

Note. Red line = a negative relationship. 

Green line = a positive relationship. 

Faded line = reduced direct effect with prototypicality (of the case, complainant, and defendant) 

as the meditator.  

 

Exploratory Analyses 

Rape Myth Acceptance Scales. Despite previous research suggesting that rape myths 

inform prototypes (McKimmie et al., 2014) and the empirical support that scores on the rape 

myth acceptance scale predict participants’ case-related decisions (e.g., Klement et al., 2019; 

Leverick, 2020); to my knowledge, no previous research has examined the role of jurors’ rape 

myth acceptance on jurors’ prototype ratings of a sexual assault case, complainant and defendant 

and the role those prototype ratings have on jurors’ decisions. Therefore, the present study 

considered the role of mock jurors’ rape myth acceptance on the predicted paths to be an 

important exploratory endeavour.  
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Juror Gender. Juror gender is a commonly controlled demographic variable because it is 

well established that there are juror gender differences in the treatment of sexual assault 

complainants and defendants in sexual assault cases (e.g., Basow & Minieri, 2011; Grubb & 

Harrower, 2008; McKimmie et al., 2014; Simonson & Subich, 1999). Although juror gender is 

not the focus of this study, the effect of mock juror gender on the anticipated paths was 

investigated in an exploratory manner. This was done to help establish if this line of inquiry is 

warranted for future research investigations. 

Methods 

Participants 

The present study used Qualtrics, which is an online platform where researchers can 

distribute surveys to participants. Research ethics approval was obtained from the Carleton 

University Research Ethics Board – B (CUREB-B Clearance # 11196). The rule of thumb for 

path analysis is to have more than 10 participants per condition, and 400 participants is highly 

preferred and recommended (Kline, 2005). The present study recruited 440 community 

members. This allowed room for non-useable data, while still ensuring an appropriate sample 

size for the path analysis (Kline, 2005; Streiner, 2005).  

Participants were recruited through Prolific Academic, an online crowdsourcing platform 

where researchers can distribute surveys to participants recruited to Prolific Academic through 

advertisements, referrals, or social media (https://www.prolific.co/). Participants were 

randomly assigned to one of the four conditions (see Table 1 for the breakdown of male and 

female participants in the four conditions). Prolific Academic screened all participants to 

ensure they are jury eligible within Canadian guidelines (Canadian citizens, 18 years or older, 

with no prior convictions of an indictable offence for which they have not received a record 
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suspension, and fluent in English). As an additional quality measure, I presented participants 

with a screening questionnaire to ensure the Prolific Academic screening worked properly (see 

Appendix A).  

Four hundred and forty participants were recruited. Three participants failed manipulation 

checks, and two participants failed attention checks4. However, Prolific Academic replaced 

these submissions with responses from new participants. Three participants did not consent for 

their data to be used. Therefore, the final sample consisted of 437 participants who responded 

correctly to all attention-check and manipulation-check questions. Participants’ ages in the 

final sample ranged from 18-74. The mean age was 51.11 (SD = 15.71), which is somewhat 

higher than the mean age for the Canadian population (40.1; Jeudy, 2021). However, my 

sample appears representative of the average age of a juror member (50; Mossiere & Dalby, 

2018). The majority of participants identified as White (65.7%), agnostic (21.7%), with a 

bachelor’s degree as the highest education obtained (52.4%). My sample appears to represent 

the Canadian population as the 2016 census (Statistics Canada, 2016) demonstrates that 55% 

of Canadian identified as agnostic, 68% have a college or university degree, and 72.9% of 

Canadians identify as White. 

Participants were asked to indicate where their political beliefs fell on a sliding liberal (1) 

to conservative (10) scale. The results revealed that the sample leaned towards a liberal 

orientation (M = 3.80, SD = 2.11). This is fairly representative of the general population as a 

recent study (Blais et al., 2020) examining Canadians' political affiliation found that 53% of 

Canadians identify as liberal compared to 47% identifying as conservative.  

 
4 Three participants identified the wrong person accusing someone of sexual assault (e.g., believed Lauren was the 

complainant when they were in the male complainant condition). Two participants did not correctly select “5” on the 

Likert scale. 
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Table 2 displays an overall summary of the demographic characteristics collected (See 

Materials, Appendix I). The study took an average of 15 minutes, and participants who 

completed the study were compensated $2.50 CAD per Prolific Academic guidelines. 

Table 1 

Breakdown of Participants by Gender by Condition 

 

Table 2 

 Demographics of Study Sample 
Variable                     N=                           % 

   

Age   

   

 18-28 122 27.8 

 29-39 63 14.6 

 40-50 206 47.1 

 51-61 30 7 

 62-72 14 3.2 

 2 0.4 

Ethnicity   

   

South Asian (e.g., East Indian, 

Pakistani, Sri Lankan, etc) 
22 5.0 

Chinese 64 14.6 

Black 19 4.3 
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Filipino 8 1.8 

White 287 65.7 

Latin American 6 1.4 

Indigenous Peoples of Canada 

(First Nations/Metis/Inuk 
8 1.8 

Arab 2 0.5 

Southeast Asian (e.g., 

Vietnamese , Cambodian, 

Laotian, Thai, etc.) 

8 1.8 

West Asian (e.g., Iranian, 

Afghan, etc. 
2 0.5 

Korean 5 1.1 

Japanese 2 0.5 

Not listed 4 0.9 

   

Religion   

   

Protestant (Baptist, Methodist, 

Non-denominational, Lutheran, 

Presbyterian, Pentecostal, 

Episcopalian, Reformed, Church 

of Christ, etc.) 

53 12.1 

Roman Catholic (Catholic) 50 11.4 

Mormon (Church of Jesus Christ 

of Latter-day Saints/LDS) 
1 0.2 

Orthodox (Greek, Russina, or 

another orthodiz church) 
1 0.2 

Jewish 2 0.5 

Muslim  11 2.5 

Buddhist 5 1.1 

Hindu 3 0.7 

Atheist (do not beleive in God) 95 21.7 

Agnostic (not commited to 

beleiving in existence or non-

existence of God)  

121 27.7 

Nothing in particular 80 18.3 

Not listed  14 3.2 

   

Education   

   

Doctoral or professional degree 26 5.9 

Master’s degree 48 11.0 

Bachelor’s degree 229 52.4 

Associate’s degree 25 5.7 

Postsecondary non-degree 

award 
22 5.0 

Some college, no degree 49 11.2 

High school diploma or 

equivalent 
33 7.6 

Less than high school 5 1.1 

Note. N = 437. 
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Materials 

Juror Instructions 

Participants were given a set of juror instructions adapted from the National Judicial 

Council’s jury instructions and the Criminal Code of Canada (see Appendix C). Before the 

trial transcript, participants read the judicial instructions informing them of their duties as a 

juror, the burden of proof, and the standard of reasonable doubt. At the end of the trial 

transcript, participants received instructions outlining the Canadian legal definitions of sexual 

assault and consent, the burden of proof, and the standard of reasonable doubt, and reminding 

jurors of their duties. 

Trial Transcript 

Following a multitude of previous jury research that has presented participants with a 

vignette depicting a hypothetical sexual assault and asking participants to assume the role of a 

juror (Davies &. Rogers, 2006; Grubb & Harrower, 2008; McKimmie et al., 2014; Monson et 

al., 2000; Pica et al., 2018; Schuller et al., 2013), all participants were told to assume the role 

of a juror in a sexual assault proceeding. Participants were presented with one of four possible 

trial transcripts (see Appendix D) that depicted a summary of the proceedings in a 

hypothetical sexual assault trial. 

The trial vignette was created by Cassandra Starosta and Dr. Evelyn Maeder and was 

modeled in form after the OBA/OJEN Mock Trials competition’s R. v. Delany (2019) case. 

The four vignettes were identical with the exception of the manipulations of the gender 

combinations of the complainant and the defendant, and the form of the sexual assault 

(vaginal intercourse vs oral sex). 
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The form of sexual assault varied. The act in question was either vaginal intercourse or 

forced oral sex. I decided to use forced oral sex onto the complainant as the comparator sexual 

act because of the high rates of male victims of female perpetrated sexual assault who report 

being sexually assaulted this way (Chapleau et al., 2008). 

The present study was a 2 (Form of the SA: vaginal intercourse, oral sex) by 2 (Gender 

combination: female complainant/male defendant, male complainant/female defendant) 

design. 

Juror Questionnaire 

I presented participants a questionnaire (See Appendix E) based on the questions used in 

Starosta and Schuller’s (2020) study and some questions I created on my own. This 

questionnaire was designed to measure participants’ case, complainant, and defendant 

prototypicality perceptions and participants’ decisions (verdict, blameworthiness, and 

credibility of both the complainant and defendant). Unless otherwise indicated, I measured the 

variables using 7-point bipolar scales with the endpoints defined by either the wording of the 

item (not at all appropriate to completely appropriate) or participants’ degree of agreement 

(not at all to completely). All measures are discussed more fully below. 

Verdict. Participants were asked to render a dichotomous verdict (guilty, not guilty).  

Prototypicality Assessments. Participants were asked a total of eight questions designed to 

measure how typical they perceive the current sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant 

to be. For example, “how typical is the complainant of people who have been sexually 

assaulted”. The three items designed to measure complainant typicality demonstrated strong 

internal consistency (α = .799; Santos, 1999) and were combined to create a composite of 

complainant typicality. The three items designed to measure defendant typicality also 
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demonstrated strong internal consistency (α = .816; Santos, 1999) and were combined to create 

a composite of defendant typicality. The two items designed to measure the typicality of the 

sexual assault case did not demonstrate strong internal consistency (α = .114; Santos, 1999), 

and so the questions were added into the model individually.  

Case Judgments. I asked participants separate questions designed to measure the degree of 

blame and credibility allocated towards the complainant and the defendant. All participants 

received identical questions, but the complainant and defendant’s names (Jim/Lauren) varied 

depending on the condition. Two sample questions were: “To what extent is the complainant 

credible?” and “to what extent is the defendant to blame for the events described?” (Schuller & 

Starosta, 2020). Four items were combined to create a composite measure of complainant 

blame (α = .792; Santos, 1999), and four items were combined to create a composite measure 

of defendant blame (α = .876; Santos, 1999). Two items were combined to create a composite 

measure of complainant credibility (α = .947; Santos, 1999), and two items were combined to 

create a composite measure of defendant credibility (α = .907; Santos, 1999). 

Rape Myth Acceptance Scale. Participants completed 22 items from the Illinois Rape 

Myth Acceptance Scale (IRMA; McMahon & Farmer, 2011; See Appendix F), which assesses 

a person’s endorsement of various rape myths (e.g., When girls get raped, it’s often because 

the way they said “no” was unclear). The scale is, to my knowledge, the most up-to-date 

version to assess rape myth acceptance. However, the scale did come out in 2011, and I found 

some of the item wording to be outdated. For instance, all the questions referred to women as 

girls. Recently, there has been a push to stop this reference due to its sexist undertones 

(Richardson, 2018). Following this push, I decided to change the questions' wording to state 

“woman” in place of “girl.” Additionally, one question originally asked, “When girls go to 
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parties wearing slutty clothes, they are asking for trouble.” I anticipated that the word slut 

might be a loaded term (Borah et al., 2012). To avoid such limitations, I instead asked 

participants, “When women go to parties wearing revealing clothes, they are asking for 

trouble.” All questions were scored on a 7-point Likert scale. A previous Cronbach alpha of 

.93 and a test-retest reliability of .87 has been reported for this scale (McMahon & Farmer, 

2011). Within the present study, I created a composite measure of IRMA, by combining the 22 

items of the IRMA scale (α = .909; Santos, 1999). 

Male Rape Myth Acceptance Scale. Participants completed 22 items from the Male Rape 

Myth Acceptance Scale (MRMA) that measures false or stereotypical beliefs about male rape 

(Anderson, 2007; See Appendix G). This scale was originally developed by Anderson (2007), 

and response scales are from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). Total scores are 

summated with higher scores indicating a greater acceptance of male rape myths. Three items 

were reverse coded. A previous Cronbach alpha of .90 and a test-retest reliability of .89 has 

been reported for this scale (Anderson, 2007). A Cronbach alpha of .94 (Santos, 1999) was 

found for this study. A composite measure of MRMA was created by combining the 22 items 

of the MRMA scale. An example of one of the male rape myth items is “A man can enjoy sex 

even if it is being forced on him.”  

Oral Sex Scale.  Despite the rape myth that only vaginal intercourse equates a sexual 

assault (Lefkowitz et al., 2014; Lefkowitz et al., 2016), to my knowledge, no previous scale 

exists that assess this rape myth. Therefore, in the present study I created three questions to tap 

jurors’ acceptance of this rape myth (See Appendix H). These questions were all scored on a 

7-point Likert Scale. The three questions demonstrated strong internal reliability (α = .78; 

Santos, 1999), and a composite measure of the Oral Sex Scale was created by combining these 
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three questions. An example of one of the oral sex items is, “One cannot be forced to give oral 

sex.” 

Severity. The present study's focus was to ascertain if prototypicality mediates the 

relationship between form of the sexual assault, gender of the complainant, and gender of the 

defendant on jurors’ decision-making. Through this aspect of investigation, it was recognized 

that jurors could potentially rate the sexual assault differently due to their perceptions of the 

severity of the form of the sexual assault, rather than the inquiry of interest, namely, if form of 

the sexual assault informs mock jurors’ sexual assault prototypes and decisions. This issue was 

identified in Vallano, Winter and Charman’s (2012) study that examined the effects of sexual 

harassment severity on jurors’ decision-making. Their study highlighted that more severe 

charges rendered more guilty verdicts and higher victim support, whereas less severe 

accusations resulted in less guilty verdicts and more victim blaming behaviours. In an effort to 

try and account for the role of severity on my predicted relationships, I followed Bornstein and 

colleagues’ (2007) recommendation to measure jurors’ perception of the severity of the case, 

assess if severity is significantly related to your variable of interest, and if so, treat it as a 

covariate. To this end, participants were asked to rate how severe they considered the incident 

to be for the complainant on a 7-point bipolar scale with endpoints defined as not at all severe 

to completely severe. Exploratory analysis of this question on the form of the sexual assault 

variable was conducted to ascertain if severity should be used as a covariate within the path 

analysis (see results).  

Manipulation Checks. To ensure participants were paying attention to the case, and that 

the manipulations were being perceived correctly (e.g., if a participant was in the male 

complainant condition, they realized the complainant was a man), participants in the present 
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study were asked three questions regarding the manipulations of the independent variables (the 

gender of the complainant, the gender of the defendant, and the form of the sexual assault; see 

Appendix E). 

Memory Checks. To ensure participants were paying attention to the case, two questions 

were asked about facts that were constant in all conditions. For instance, the trial vignettes 

directly stated that both the complainant and the defendant abstained from drinking on the 

night in question, and the complainant and defendant did not know each other previously. I 

asked participants if either the complainant and defendant had been drinking that night, and if 

the complainant and defendant knew each other before the night in question. Hauser and 

colleagues (2018) argue that due to the limitations of memory, participants who fail memory 

checks should not automatically be excluded. Applying this suggestion to the present study, I 

made the preliminary decision to keep participants’ data who get all other 

manipulation/attention checks correct but believed alcohol was involved, and/or the targets 

knew each other, as this will also shed light on the magnitude these rape myths have on jurors’ 

perceptions of a sexual assault case.  

Attention Checks. To assess if participants were paying attention, random responding 

items were inserted throughout the questionnaire instructing participants to select a particular 

number on the 7-point scale. 

Demographics Questionnaire. Participants were asked to complete a questionnaire 

concerning their demographic information (age, race, religion, etc.; see Appendix I). 

Procedure 

Participants were community members recruited through Prolific Academic. This platform 

allows a Qualtrics survey link to be integrated and for the researcher to select demographic and 
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participation criteria.  The Prolific Academic database is made up of 3000 Canadian workers 

who were recruited through online advertisements, referrals, or social media. Prolific 

Academic provided the Qualtrics survey link to interested participants who met the 

demographic and participation criteria. Participants were told that the study involved “jury 

decision-making.” However, they were not specifically informed about the research questions 

or manipulations. Once participants opened the survey, they were presented with the screening 

form to ensure they were eligible to participate (see Appendix A). Once they passed all the 

screening questions, they were presented with the consent form (see Appendix B), which 

informed them that they may withdraw from participation at any time without penalty. Once 

consent was obtained, participants were randomly assigned (done through Qualtrics) to one of 

four trial transcript summaries of a sexual assault case (see Appendix D). All jurors were given 

relevant legal instructions both before (see Appendix C) and after reading the transcript (see 

Appendix D). Following the post transcript instructions, participants responded to a juror 

questionnaire (see Appendix E), the IRMA (see Appendix F), MRMA (see Appendix G) and 

the oral sex scale (see Appendix H), as well as a number of manipulation/memory checks (see 

Appendix E) and demographic questions (see Appendix I). Upon completion, participants 

were presented with the debriefing form that provided the study’s details (goals of the 

research, its design, hypotheses, and why deception was necessary), the contact information of 

the researchers, and additional resources to learn more about the topic (see Appendix J). It also 

provided resources if they found the study emotionally draining (i.e., crisis center contact 

information) and thanked them for their participation. Following the debrief form, participants 

were presented with a consent-to-keep- data form to ensure they still wanted to participate in 

the study now that they knew the study’s true purpose (see Appendix K). 
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Path Analysis 

I ran a path analysis to analyze whether: (a) the form of the sexual assault (vaginal 

intercourse, oral sex) and the gender combination (female complainant-male defendant, male 

complainant- female defendant) influenced jurors’ perception of the prototypicality of: 1) the 

case, 2) the complainant, and 3) the defendant; (b) jurors’ perceptions of the prototypicality of 

the sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant had a role in jurors’ complainant/defendant 

credibility and blameworthiness assessments; and (c) if there was a relationship between 

jurors’ complainant/defendant credibility and blameworthiness assessments and their verdict 

decisions in a sexual assault case. 

I chose to conduct a path analysis for my thesis to examine the mechanism behind jurors’ 

verdict decisions because I expected to find a multitude of relationships that I did not think 

could properly be examined without considering how the variables relate to each other and the 

potential influence of one variable on another. Furthermore, path analysis greatly reduces the 

experiment-wise error by testing several of my research questions simultaneously rather than 

individually (Kline, 2005).  
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Figure 5 

Hypothesized conceptual model 

 

 

 

 

Independent variables are Exogenous (X) variables and dependent variables are 

Endogenous (Y) variables within a path analysis. Exogenous (X) variables represent the 

causal sources whereby arrows and paths can project from them but cannot lead into them 

(Kline, 2005). Within my thesis, my Exogenous variables were the form of the sexual assault 

and the gender combination (i.e., complainant gender tied to defendant gender). Endogenous 

(Y) variables have straight lines leading to them, but they also project straight lines from 

them. With respect to my thesis, prototypicality of the case, the complainant, and the 

defendant were Y1. Y2 was complainant/defendant blame and credibility, and verdict was 

Y3. Within a path analysis there are two kinds of arrows. One is a straight arrow which 

represents a “causal” relationship between variables. The other is a curved arrow, which 

represents covariances. 

 In SPSS, I dummy coded each of my Exogenous variables (X). Gender of the complainant 

was dummy coded (1-woman, 0-man). The same occurred for form of the sexual assault (1- 

vaginal intercourse, 0-oral sex). In SPSS, I created a 2-way interaction term (form × 
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complaint gender). Once I dummy coded and cross multiplied to create interaction variables, I 

ran the analysis using the software Mplus (Version 8; Muth´en & Muth´en, 2010). I used 

Mplus to run the analysis because my verdict variable is a categorical variable. In contrast, 

my other dependent variables, such as complainant blame, are continuous variables, and 

Mplus can run both categorical and continuous variables. 

I added the code “stdyx” to my output to provide me with standardized path coefficients to 

allow me to see the full impact of my Exogenous variable(s) (X) on my Endogenous variable 

(s) (Y; Kline, 2005). I added the code “Missing = all (-9)” to make the model believe that 

there is no missing information in order to ensure the model can run efficiently. There were 

no missing data/values within my data, so this line of the code simply did nothing. 

I tested all relevant path analysis assumptions to ensure these assumptions were met 

(Weston & Gore, 2006). These assumptions include: the data must be categorical or 

continuous, normally distributed variables, and the variables contain no outliers (Kline, 2005; 

see result section)). 

An identified limitation of path analysis is its sensitivity to sample size (Streiner, 2005), 

where large sample sizes are more likely to produce significant fit indices, while small sample 

sizes are likely to produce non-significant fit indices, regardless of the proposed relationship 

between the variables (Streiner, 2005). As mentioned, the rule of thumb for path analysis is to 

have more than 10 participants per condition, and 400 participants is highly preferred and 

recommended (Kline, 2005). The present study had 437 participants with 100-110 

participants per condition (see Table 2 for breakdown). In line with past recommendations, if 

the model has the anticipated relationships, this sample size is appropriate to allow significant 

fit indices to be recognized (Kline, 2005; Streiner, 2005).  
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Results 

Preliminary Analyses  

Attention and Manipulation Checks  

I examined all participants’ responses to the attention-check and manipulation-check 

questions. Three participants identified the wrong person accusing someone of sexual assault 

(e.g., believed Lauren was the complainant when they were in the male complainant condition). 

Two participants did not correctly select “5” on the Likert scale; these participants were rejected, 

and Prolific Academic replaced these submissions with responses from new participants. Thus, 

in the final sample, all participants responded correctly to all attention-check and manipulation-

check questions.  

Memory Checks 

Examination of the responses to the memory checks to ensure participants were paying 

attention to the case revealed that all participants responded correctly to the memory-check 

question asking if Lauren and Jim knew each other before the alleged event. In contrast, 

examination of the responses to the question that asked if Lauren and Jim had been drinking that 

night revealed that five participants believed Lauren and Jim had been drinking despite this 

information not being mentioned. These five participants answered the remaining memory-

manipulation-and attention-check questions correctly. In line with Hauser and colleagues’ (2018) 

contention, I made the preliminary decision to keep participants who answered the memory 

checks incorrectly, but the manipulation-and attention-checks correctly.  

Assumption Checks 

Tests for normality were conducted on all variables involved in the path analyses. 

Normality was assessed using absolute skewness and kurtosis values. As recommended by West 
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et al. (1995), skewness values > | ±2.1 | and kurtosis values > | ±7.1 | represent significant 

deviation from normality. Results for all variables fell within the normal range (maximum 

skewness = −1.298, maximum kurtosis = 1.714), with most skewness and kurtosis values falling 

below | ±1 | (See Table 3). A visual inspection of the frequency distributions and Q-Q plots was 

also performed to assess for normality. The ratings for complainant credibility and defendant 

blame were quite positively skewed, and the ratings for complainant blame and defendant 

credibility were quite negatively skewed. To assess if/how the non-normality would impact my 

data, I ran the model twice. First, I ran the model with each blame and credibility variable 

transformed to have integer values of 1 to 7. This allowed me to treat them as categorical 

variables (which do not require normality) within the model, as recommended by Rhemtulla and 

colleagues (2018). The second run of the model used the complainant/defendant blame and 

credibility composites original raw data. The two models were analogous. Therefore, the model 

was not compromised by the skewness of the continuous version of these variables. As such, I 

made the decision to test the present study’s hypotheses utilizing the original raw data of 

complainant/defendant blame and credibility. All the prototypicality assessment distributions 

were normal.  

In line with path analysis assumptions, all data within this thesis were either continuous 

(i.e., prototypicality assessments, blame/credibility assessments) or categorical (verdict). I ran 

descriptive statistics on all the continuous composites. I used SPSS to check for outliers for the 

variables. I decided to remove cases with a Z-score of ±3, as recommended by Tabachnick and 

Fidell (2007), who suggest that any z-score greater than 3 or lower than −3 is considered an 

outlier. All Z-scores were below 3, which suggests the data did not have outliers on any of the 

variables. Table 3 provides the descriptive statistics for my study’s variables.  
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Table 3 

Descriptive Statistics for Study Variables  

Variablea M SD Skewness Kurtosis 

  Statistic SE Statistic SE 

Complainant typicality 4.239 1.290 -0.187 0.118 −0.362 0.235 

Defendant typicality 4.624 1.312 -0.489 0.117 0.058 0.238 

To what extent are the 

events in this case like a 

typical sexual assault? 

4.580 1.596 -0.428 0.114 −0.484 0.234 

Complainant blame 2.541 1.331 0.790 0.119 -0.075 0.233 

Defendant blame 5.950 1.163 -1.297 0.115 1.704 0.232 

Complainant credibility 5.479 1.425 -1.112 0.116 0.821 0.231 

Defendant credibility 3.253 1.460 0.344 0.118 -0.486 0.237 
a N = 437 

 Severity 

As mentioned, I recognized that jurors could potentially rate the sexual assault differently 

due to their perceptions of the severity of the sexual assault, as discovered in Vallano and 

colleagues’ study (2012). Therefore, I performed an independent-groups t-Test to assess if 

participants rated the oral sex condition as more or less severe than the vaginal intercourse 

condition. The analysis did not reveal a significant effect of severity on form of the sexual 

assault, t (436) = 1.294, p =.394. Oral sex was not perceived as more or less severe than vaginal 

intercourse by jurors. Therefore, I decided not to use severity as a covariate within the main 

model. However, the potential role of this variable was investigated in an exploratory fashion.  

Hypothesized Conceptual Model 

Path Analyses 

Next, the hypothesized model was tested. I hypothesized that form of the sexual assault 

(H1b), complainant gender (H2b), and the interaction between complainant gender and form 

(H3b) would each predict case prototypicality, complainant prototypicality, and defendant 

prototypicality. I also predicted that case prototypicality, complainant prototypicality, and 
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defendant prototypicality would each predict complainant blame, predict defendant blame, 

predict complainant credibility, and predict defendant credibility (H2b, H2c, H3c). In addition, I 

expected complainant blame to predict verdict, defendant blame to predict verdict, complainant 

credibility to predict verdict, and defendant credibility to predict verdict (H1d, H2d, H3d; see 

Figure 5). I used Mplus (Version 8; Muthén & Muthén, 2010) to run the model.  

Many of the paths included in the model were significant (see Figure 6). I had originally 

anticipated a partial mediation model, whereby when prototypicality was included within the 

analysis the direct effects from complainant gender, form of the sexual assault and the interaction 

would equal zero or be significantly reduced. Contrary to this prediction, many of the direct 

effects were significant but in the opposite direction (See Table 4). Therefore, the model was an 

inconsistent mediation (MacKinnon et al., 2007). In this case, the mediator (i.e., prototypicality 

assessments) acts as a suppressor variable. An inconsistent mediation would be present when the 

direct and mediated effects of an independent variable on a dependent variable have opposite 

signs (Cliff & Earleywine, 1994; Tzelgov & Henik, 1991), as they do in the current study.  

Previous researchers have presented hypothetical situations where inconsistent mediation 

effect is present (MacKinnon et al., 2000). For instance, MacKinnon and colleagues (2000) 

provide the example of a researcher interested in the interrelationships among workers’ 

intelligence, level of boredom, and the number of errors made on a task. The authors' explained 

that it could be argued that all else being equal, the more intelligent workers would make fewer 

errors, the more intelligent workers would exhibit higher levels of boredom, and boredom would 

be positively associated with the number of errors. Thus, the authors demonstrated that the direct 

effect of intelligence on errors would be negative, and the indirect effect of intelligence on errors 

mediated by boredom would be positive (MacKinnon et al., 2000). Combined, MacKinnon et al. 
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(2000) revealed that these two hypothetical effects might cancel each other out, resulting in a 

total effect of intelligence on errors equal to zero. The authors explain that without understanding 

the existence of inconsistent mediation, one may erroneously conclude that mediation is not 

present in that situation, but in reality, mediation does exist; it is just acting as a suppressor 

variable (MacKinnon et al., 2000).  

Extrapolating this to my thesis results, when the indirect paths were positive, the direct 

paths were consistently negative. Analogously, when the indirect paths were negative, the direct 

paths were always positive. For example, with respect to complainant blame, the indirect path 

through complainant prototypicality to complainant blame from complainant gender was 

negative (1.305* -.556 = -.726). In contrast, the direct path from complainant gender to 

complainant blame was positive (+1.278). The same pattern occurs consistently for all direct and 

indirect paths for defendant credibility, and the analogous pattern occurs for defendant blame and 

defendant credibility, where the indirect effects are positive and the direct effects are negative, 

thus expressing an inconsistent mediation model.  

All unstandardized path coefficients, standard errors, standard errors of the estimate, and 

p values for all direct and indirect effects are provided in Table 4. Male complainant–female 

defendant and oral sex were the reference groups for the Complainant Gender and Form 

indicator variables.  
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Figure 6 

Hypothesized Conceptual Model Results 

 

Note. Faded = non-significant findings.  

* p < .05 

 

Table 4 

Model Results for Study Variables  

Variable B SE z p 

Case typicality 

Complainant gendera 0.502 0.226 2.218   0.027* 

Formb 0.158 0.186 0.846 0.398 

Complainant gender × form 

 

0.003 0.317 0.009 0.993 

Complainant typicality 

Complainant gender 1.306 0.147 8.898 < 0.001* 

Form -0.024 0.143 -0.171 0.864 

Complainant gender ×form 

 
0.101 0.210 0.479 0.632 

Defendant typicality 

Complainant gender 0.865 0.170 5.076 < 0.001* 

Form -0.073 0.153 -0.480 0.631 

Complainant gender × form 0.099 0.239 0.413 0.680 

Complainant blame 

Complainant gender 1.280 0.227 5.626 < 0.001* 
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Note. N = 437.  
a Male = 0, Female = 1 
b Oral sex = 0, Vaginal intercourse = 1 

* p < .05 
 

Form 0.169 0.183 0.923 0.356 

Complainant gender × form -0.038 0.287 -0.133 0.894 

Case prototypicality -0.302 0.031 -9.808 < 0.001* 

Complainant prototypicality -0.553 0.045 -12.312 < 0.001* 

Defendant prototypicality -0.464 0.037 -12.488 < 0.001* 

Defendant blame 

Complainant gender -1.038 0.199 -5.206 < 0.001* 

Form -0.159 0.159 -0.996 0.319 

Complainant gender × form 0.039 0.251 0.154 0.877 

Case typicality 0.321 0.025 12.772 < 0.001* 

Complainant prototypicality 0.485 0.038 12.824 < 0.001* 

Defendant prototypicality 0.535 0.032 16.672 < 0.001* 

Complainant credibility 

Complainant gender -1.470 0.234 -6.275 < 0.001* 

Form -0.195 0.193 -1.010 0.313 

Complainant gender × form 0.038 0.304 0.125 0.901 

Case prototypicality 0.410 0.030 13.583 < 0.001* 

Complainant prototypicality 0.773 0.050 15.580 < 0.001* 

Defendant prototypicality 0.599 0.037 16.091 < 0.001* 

Defendant credibility 

Complainant gender 0.645 0.234 2.764 0.006* 

Form -0.258 0.199 -1.300 0.194 

Complainant gender × form 0.130 0.297 0.438 0.661 

Case prototypicality -0.258 0.033 -7.795 < 0.001* 

Complainant prototypicality -0.400 0.048 -8.421 < 0.001* 

Defendant prototypicality -0.471 0.041 -11.523 < 0.001* 

Verdict 

Complainant gender 0.563 0.622 0.905 0.365 

Form -0.091 0.164 -0.555 0.579 

Complainant gender × form 0.107 0.219 0.489 0.625 

Complainant blame -0.139 0.079 -1.771   0.076* 

Defendant blame 0.459 0.151 3.039   0.002* 

Complainant credibility 0.458 0.184 2.493   0.013* 

Defendant credibility -0.171 0.056 -3.050   0.002* 

Case prototypicality -0.191 0.170 -1.123 0.262 

Complainant prototypicality -0.312 0.293 -1.064 0.287 

Defendant prototypicality -0.301 0.266 -1.132 0.258 
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Sexual Assault Form. It was predicted that the vaginal intercourse condition would be 

regarded as more prototypical of a sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant (H1b), which 

was expected to lead to lower complainant blame, lower defendant credibility, higher 

complainant credibility, and higher defendant blame (H1c), which, in turn, was expected to lead 

to more guilty verdicts compared to the oral sex condition (H1d).  

Direct effects from the form of the sexual assault to complainant/defendant blame and 

credibility were also predicted (H1a). The vaginal intercourse condition was expected to 

negatively predict complainant blame, positively predict complainant credibility, positively 

predict defendant blame, and negatively predict defendant credibility, compared to the oral sex 

conditions. These direct effects were predicted to be reduced in size with the introduction of 

prototypicality assessments as the partial mediator.   

The path model did not support any of these predictions, as shown in Table 4. Mock 

jurors did not view the vaginal intercourse condition as more prototypical of a sexual assault case 

(B = 0.158, SE = 0.187, z = 0.846, p = 0.398), complainant (B = -0.024, SE = 0.143,  

z = -0.171, p = 0.864), or defendant (B = -0.0.073, SE = 0.153, z = -0.480, p = 0.631) compared 

to the oral sex condition. Furthermore, there were no significant direct effects (H1a) between 

form of the assault and complainant blame (B = -0.169, SE = 0.183, z = 0.923, p = 0.356), 

defendant blame (B = -0.159, SE = 0.159, z = -0.996, p = 0.319), complainant credibility (B = -

0.195, SE = 0.193, z = -1.010, p = 0.313), defendant credibility (B = -0.258, SE = 0.199, z = -

1.300, p = 0.194), or verdict (B = -0.091, SE = 0.164, z = -0.555, p = 0.579). As part of Baron 

and Kenny’s (1986) steps for mediation, within step 2, the mediator is regressed on the 

independent variable (IV) to confirm the IV is a significant predictor of the mediator. If it is not 

associated with the IV, it cannot mediate anything. Applying this step to my results, my mediator 
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(prototypicality) was not related to my IV (sexual assault form). Therefore, it cannot mediate the 

relationship between sexual assault form and blame/credibility. Likewise, the relationship 

between sexual assault form and verdict through blame/credibility is not possible. Therefore, 

contrary to my prediction, sexual assault form did not significantly lead to lower complainant 

blame, lower defendant credibility, higher complainant credibility, or higher defendant blame 

through the prototypicality assessments, which in turn did not significantly predict jurors’ verdict 

decisions in the predicted directions. 

Complainant (and Defendant) Gender. It was predicted that the female complainant–

male defendant condition would be regarded as more prototypical of a sexual assault case, 

complainant, and defendant (H2b), leading to lower complainant blame, lower defendant 

credibility, higher complainant credibility, and higher defendant blame (H2c). This was expected 

to predict verdict decisions (H2d). The path model fully supported this prediction.  

As shown in Figure 6, female complainants were associated with increases in 

prototypicality of the sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant, whereby jurors viewed the 

female complainant–male defendant condition as more prototypical of a sexual assault case (B = 

0.502, SE = 0.226, z = 2.218, p = 0.027), complainant (B = 1.306., SE = 0.147, z = 8.898, p < 

0.001), and defendant (B = 0.865, SE = 0.170, z = 5.076, p < 0.001). In line with hypothesis 2c, 

these prototypicality assessments (i.e., prototypicality of the sexual assault case, complainant, 

and defendant) each individually significantly predicted complainant blame, defendant 

credibility, complainant credibility, and defendant blame in the predicted directions, as shown in 

Table 4. 

Moreover, prototypicality of the case, complainant, and defendant each had an effect 

when controlling for the other two kinds of prototypicality. Therefore, each prototypicality 
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assessment is contributing something unique to the prediction of blame and credibility. In 

support of hypothesis 2d, complainant and defendant blame and credibility did predict verdict 

decisions. Contrary to my expectations, direct effects between complainant gender and 

complainant and defendant blame and credibility were all significant, but in the opposite 

direction of the indirect effects, and these results are discussed more fully below. 

Complainant Blame. In support of my hypothesized conceptual model, jurors’ 

perceptions of the prototypicality of the case (B = -0.302, SE = 0.031, z = -9.808, p < 0.001), 

complainant (B = -0.553, SE = 0.045, z = -12.312, p < 0.001), and defendant (B = -0.464, SE 

= 0.037, z = -12.488, p < 0.001) significantly predicted perceptions of complainant blame. The 

more prototypical jurors perceived the sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant to be, the 

less blame they assigned to the complainant. Therefore, the female complainant–male defendant 

condition was seen as significantly more prototypical of a sexual assault case, complainant, and 

defendant by jurors than the male complainant–female defendant condition, which led to 

significantly less blame being assigned to the female than to the male complainant.   

In line with my model demonstrating inconsistent mediation, complainant gender had a 

significant direct effect on complainant blame (B = 1.280, SE = 0.227, z = 5.626, p < 0.001) in 

the opposite direction of the indirect effect of this variable by way of the prototypicality of the 

case, complainant, and defendant on complainant blame. After controlling for prototypicality of 

the sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant, female complainants were associated with 

significant increases in complainant blame. Therefore, when holding the prototypicality 

assessments constant, mock jurors blamed the female complainant more than they blamed the 

male complainant. This is in opposition to the indirect effects of complainant gender through 

prototypicality, which served to reduce complainant blame for female complainant by enhancing 
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prototypicality. That is, the more prototypical mock jurors perceived a sexual assault case, 

complainant, and defendant to be, the less they blamed the complainant, with female 

complainants being blamed less than male complainants. Therefore, the prototypicality 

assessments are acting as a suppressor variable within this model, mediating the effect of 

complainant gender on complainant blame.   

Defendant Blame. As predicted by my hypothesized conceptual model, jurors’ 

perceptions of the prototypicality of the case (B = -0.321, SE = 0.025, z = 12.772, p < 0.001), 

complainant (B = 0.485, SE = 0.038, z = 12.824, p < 0.001), and defendant (B = 0.535, SE 

= 0.032, z = 16.672, p < 0.001) significantly predicted perceptions of defendant blame. The more 

prototypical jurors perceived the sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant to be, the more 

blame they assigned to the defendant. Therefore, the female complainant–male defendant 

condition was seen as significantly more prototypical of a sexual assault case, complainant, and 

defendant by jurors, which led to significantly more blame being assigned to the male defendant 

compared to the female defendant.   

After controlling for the prototypicality of the case, complainant, and defendant, once 

again, there was a direct effect of complainant gender on defendant blameworthiness (B = -

1.038, SE = 0.199, z = -5.206, p < 0.001) that was in opposition to the indirect effect of 

prototypicality assessments on defendant blame. When the prototypicality assessments were held 

constant, defendant blame was lower for female than for male complainants. Therefore, mock 

jurors blamed the male defendant less than they blamed the female defendant. This is in 

opposition to the indirect effects that demonstrate that the female complainant-male defendant is 

perceived by mock jurors as more prototypical of a sexual assault case, complainant, and 
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defendant than are male complainant-female defendants, which positively predicts defendant 

blame.  

Complainant Credibility. The results supported the prediction that jurors’ perceptions 

of the prototypicality of the case (B = 0.410, SE = 0.030, z = 13.583, p < 0.001), complainant (B 

= 0.773, SE = 0.050, z = 15.580, p < 0.001), and defendant (B = 0.599, SE = 0.037, z = 16.091, p 

< 0.001) would significantly predict perceptions of complainant credibility. The more 

prototypical jurors perceived the sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant to be, the more 

credible they found the complainant. Because the female complainant–male defendant condition 

was seen as significantly more prototypical of a sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant 

by jurors, this led to significantly higher credibility ratings being assigned to female than male 

complainants.   

Following the same pattern as complainant and defendant blame, when the 

prototypicality assessments were held constant, the direct effects between complainant gender 

and credibility were in the opposite direction of the indirect effects between complainant gender 

and complainant credibility through the prototypicality assessments. After controlling for the 

prototypicality assessments, female complainants were associated with significant decreases in 

complainant credibility (B = -1.470, SE = 0.234, z = -6.275, p < 0.001). To this end, for a fixed 

level of prototypicality, jurors perceived the female complainant to be less credible than the male 

complainant. However, when prototypicality was added to the model, it acted as a suppressor 

variable, and the more prototypical jurors perceived the sexual assault case, complainant, and 

defendant to be, the higher the credibility they allocated towards the complainant.  

Defendant Credibility. In support of my hypothesized conceptual model, increases in 

the prototypicality of a sexual assault case (B = -0.258, SE = 0.033, z = -7.795, p < 0.001), 
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complainant (B = -0.400, SE = 0.048, z = -8.421, p < 0.001), and defendant (B = -0.471, SE 

= 0.041, z = -11.523, p < 0.001) were associated with significant decreases in defendant 

credibility. The more prototypical jurors perceived the sexual assault case, complainant, and 

defendant to be, the less credible they found the defendant. Therefore, because the female 

complainant–male defendant condition was seen as significantly more prototypical of a sexual 

assault case, complainant, and defendant by jurors, this led to significantly lower credibility 

ratings being assigned to male defendant than female defendants.   

Analogously to complainant and defendant blame and complainant credibility, the direct 

effects of complainant gender was opposite to the indirect effect. To this end, for fixed levels of 

prototypicality (in terms of case, complainant, and defendant) defendant credibility is higher for 

male defendants than for female defendants. However, the effects of the prototypicality with 

complainant gender held constant signify that the more prototypical jurors perceive the case, 

complainant, and defendant to be, the less credible they find the defendant, with jurors in this 

study judging a scenario involving a female complainant and male defendant as more 

prototypical of a sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant and therefore ascribing the 

defendant in this condition less credibility than the defendant in a scenario involving a male 

complainant and female defendant.  

Verdict. The model significantly supported hypothesis 2d that jurors’ assessments of 

defendant and complainant credibility and blame would predict their verdict decisions, in line 

with Figure 3. As predicted, increases in complainant blame and defendant credibility were 

associated with a significantly lower probability of a guilty verdict for complainant blame (B = -

0.139, SE = 0.079, z = -1.771, p = 0.076) and defendant credibility (B = -0.171, SE = 0.056, z = -

3.050, p = 0.002. Increases in defendant blame (B = 0.459, SE = 0.151, z = 3.039, p = 0.002) and 
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complainant credibility (B = 0.458, SE = 0.184, z = 2.493, p = 0.013) were associated with a 

significantly higher probability of a guilty verdict. Moreover, the effect of each of these four 

variables (complainant blame, defendant blame, complainant credibility, and defendant 

credibility) on the verdict is significant when controlling for the other three variables. These 

effect of these four variables on verdict is also significant when controlling for prototypicality 

assessments and the independent variables of complainant gender, form of the assault, and the 

hypothesized interaction. To this end, complainant blame, defendant blame, complainant 

credibility, and defendant credibility are each contributing something unique to the prediction of 

verdict.   

To ensure the model was accounting for all direct and indirect effects, I regressed the 

prototypicality assessments on the verdict to examine if there were any further direct effects of 

the prototypicality assessments on verdict decisions. The results reveled no significant direct 

effects for prototypicality of the case (B = -0.191, SE = 0.170, z = -1.123, p = 0.262), 

complainant (B = -0.312, SE = 0.293, z = -1.064, p = 0.287), or defendant (B = -0.301, SE = 

0.266, z = -1.132, p = 0.258) on verdict. 

To examine the prediction that after controlling for blame and credibility jurors would 

return more guilty verdicts for the female complainant–male defendant condition compared to 

the male complainant–female complainant condition, I also ran the model with direct paths to 

verdict from complainant gender to assess the significance of this path. No further direct effects 

were found for complainant gender on verdict.  

Interactions between Sexual Assault Form and Complainant (and Defendant) Gender 

It was predicted that the female complainant–male defendant-vaginal intercourse 

condition would be seen as more prototypical of a sexual assault case, complainant, and 
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defendant in comparison to the male complainant–female defendant-vaginal intercourse, male 

complainant–female defendant-oral sex, and female complainant-male defendant-oral sex 

conditions (H3b). This was expected to lead to lower complainant blame, lower defendant 

credibility, higher complainant credibility, and higher defendant blame (H3c) for this condition, 

which would lead to more guilty verdicts as compared to the other conditions (H3d). Direct 

effects were also predicted to occur between the hypothesized interaction term and complainant 

and defendant blame and credibility assessments (H3a). As demonstrated in Table 4, the model 

did not support this prediction.  

There were no significant interactions between complainant gender and form of the 

sexual assault on the prototypicality of the case (B = 0.003, SE = 0.317, z = -0.009, p = 0.993), 

complainant (B = 0.101, SE = 0.210, z = 0.479, p = 0.632), or defendant (B = 0.099, SE = 0.239, 

z = 0.431, p = 0.680). Similarly, there were no significant direct effects for this hypothesized 

interaction term on complainant blame (B = -0.038, SE = 0.287, z = -0.133, p = 0.894), 

defendant blame (B = 0.039, SE = 0.251, z = 0.154, p = 0.877), complainant credibility (B = 

0.038, SE = 0.304, z = 0.125, p = 0.901), or defendant credibility (B = 0.130, SE = 0.297, z = 

0.438, p = 0.661). Following Baron and Kenny’s (1896) steps for mediation, step 2 was not 

satisfied for this interaction, where the mediator is not directly associated with the independent 

variable(s). 

Exploratory Analysis  

 In an exploratory fashion, I added jurors’ scores on the IRMA, MRMA, Oral Sex Scale, 

and jurors’ severity rating of the sexual assault case into the model to explore if and where they 

fit in the model. I also examined how the model would differ based on the jurors’ gender (see 

figure 7). 
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Figure 7 

Exploratory Model  

Note. Only significant paths are shown. 
cgfm = Complainant gender × Form 

form = form of the sexual assault 

cgend =complainant gender 

irma = Illinois Rape Myth Acceptance Scale 

mrma = Male Rape Myth Acceptance Scale 

oralsx = Oral sex scale  

cgirma =complainant gender × Illinois Rape Myth Acceptance Scale 

cgMRMA = complainant gender × Male Rape Myth Acceptance Scale 

 

Rape Myth Acceptance Scales and Severity as Covariates. To examine what role the 

inclusion of the IRMA, MRMA, Oral Sex Scale, and severity would have on the direct effects of 

complainant gender on blame and credibility variables found within my main model, I added 

severity, and the composite measures of IRMA, MRMA, and the Oral Sex Scale to my Mplus 

code. Prior to this, I examined severity, IRMA, MRMA and Oral Sex Scales' normality through 
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visual inspection of histograms and Q-Q plots. The results revealed that the rating for severity 

was positively skewed. For the three scales, the results demonstrated negative skew, which is not 

surprising because when I examined the means for the rape myth acceptance scales to ascertain 

the general acceptance of rape myths within my sample, the results suggested that my sample 

had a low acceptance for all three of the rape myths scales (i.e., MRMA, IRMA, and oral sex), as 

highlighted in Table 5. I performed an inverse transformation on all of these variables to try and 

account for their skewness, as recommended by Tabachnick and Fidell (2007). Fortunately, the 

data appeared to be normal following these transformations.  

As shown in Table 6, with the inclusion of these covariates, complainant gender no 

longer had an effect on the prototypicality of the sexual assault case. However, complainant 

gender was still associated with increases in the prototypicality of the complainant and 

defendant. Additionally, the direct main effects of complainant gender on complainant blame and 

defendant credibility were no longer significant. Similarly, the effect of complainant blame on 

the verdict was no longer significant. However, all the other paths remained significant, even 

with the inclusion of these scales and severity as covariates.  

RMA Scales as Predictors. To examine the role of jurors’ rape myth acceptance on 

jurors’ prototype ratings of a sexual assault case, complainant and defendant and the role those 

prototype ratings have on jurors’ decisions, I included the IRMA, MRMA, and Oral Sex Scale as 

predictors in the exploratory model. As demonstrated by Table 6, including these scales as 

predictors in the model illustrated that both the Oral Sex Scale and the IRMA did not uniquely 

predict anything in the model. On the contrary, the MRMA scale had significant direct effects on 

complainant/defendant blame and credibility. To this end, higher male rape myth scores uniquely 
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predict significant increases in complainant blame and defendant credibility and significant 

decreases in defendant blame and complainant credibility. 

 In light of the significant direct paths between the MRMA and complainant/defendant 

blame and credibility, I wanted to explore the role of the MRMA further and investigate if it 

would interact with complainant gender (and further if this interaction would reduce the 

significant direct effects of complainant gender on defendant blame and complainant credibility). 

To ensure the model was accounting for all direct and indirect effects, I decided to test all of the 

rape myth scales (i.e., IRMA, and the Oral Sex Scale) as a function of gender. To do this, I 

created three interaction terms, the first between IRMA and complainant gender (CG × IRMA), 

the second between MRMA and complainant gender (CG × MRMA), and the third between Oral 

Sex Scale and complainant gender (CG × Oral). I added these interaction terms to the model in 

order to observe their impact on the paths. No significant results were found as a result of the CG 

× Oral interaction. However, the CG × IRMA and the CG × MRMA interaction terms yielded 

significant unique effects on the paths, as illustrated by Table 6. 

Firstly, as mentioned, higher male rape myth scores uniquely predicted significant 

increases in complainant blame and defendant credibility and decreases in defendant blame and 

complainant credibility. However, this happens to a much lesser extent (if at all) when the 

complainant is female. For example, the slope relating MRMA to complainant blame was 0.900 

for male complainants but is only 0.376 (0.900 - 0.524) for female complainants. Intuitively, this 

makes sense, as the MRMA measures male rape myths. Secondly, as mentioned, higher IRMA 

did not on its own significantly predict blame or credibility, unless the complainant was female 

and the defendant male, as revealed by the significant interaction between complainant and 

defendant blame and credibility. In this case, increases in rape myth beliefs are associated with 
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increases in complainant blame and defendant credibility, and with decreases in defendant blame 

and complainant credibility for the female complainant-male defendant condition. 

Severity as a Predictor. I wanted to explore the role of severity further to ensure the 

model was accounting for all direct and indirect effects. Therefore, I added severity as a 

predictor into the exploratory model. The results revealed that the rating for severity was 

positively skewed. I therefore performed inverse transformations, which made the variable 

normally distributed. The results revealed that severity had significant direct effects on 

complainant and defendant blame and credibility (see Table 6). The more severe jurors perceived 

the sexual assault to be, the less blame they attributed to the complainant, and the more blame 

they attributed towards the defendant. Similarly, when jurors rated the incident as more severe, 

they found the complainant more credible and the defendant less credible.  

Mock Juror Gender. To explore if mock juror gender had any effect on the path model 

and if it could explain the presence of the significant direct effects, I re-ran the original path 

analyses with the data separated into two files: one with only female participants and the other 

with data from the male participants. Unfortunately, non-binary and transgender individuals 

could not be considered within this analysis, due to their small sample size in my thesis (N = 7). 

As shown in Table 7, although there were slight differences in men and women’s judgements for 

the typicality of the case, defendant blame, and credibility, the differences did not warrant further 

investigation. In contrast, men and woman’s verdict decisions appeared to be drastically different 

from each other, and this difference warranted further investigation. Therefore, I conducted a 

multiple group path analysis, which allowed me to create one model per analysis group (in this 

case, all the variables going into verdict). In a normal path analysis, the paths are equal across all 

groups, but a multiple group path analysis allows the path values to be free across all groups, and 
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this meant I could examine if the paths to verdict were significantly different for male and female 

jurors. However, the results revealed no evidence that any of the paths in the model were 

significantly different for male and female participants.  

I was curious if the effects of rape myth acceptance on the paths would differ depending 

on the jurors’ gender. I therefore separated the data to have a file with only female participants’ 

data and another file with only male participants’ data and ran the exploratory model with the 

inclusion of rape myth acceptance scales and the CG × IRMA, CG × MRMA, CG × Oral 

interaction terms as covariates. The results did not reveal significant differences between men 

and female jurors on their rape myth acceptance (see Table 8). I once again conducted a multiple 

group path analysis and assessed whether the model's fit significantly deteriorated. The results 

again revealed that in no case did the fit significantly deteriorate. Therefore, there is no evidence 

that any of the model paths are significantly different for male and female participants.  

Table 5 

Means for IRMA, MRMA, and The Oral Sex Scale  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6 

RMA Scales and Severity included in Path Model   

Variable N Range Min Max Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 

IRMA 437 

1 (strongly 

disagree) - 6 

(strongly agree) 

1 6 2.0362 .89074 

MRMA 436 

1 (strongly 

disagree) - 6 

(strongly agree) 

1 5  1.7708 .78078 

The Oral 

Sex Scale 
437 

1 (strongly 

disagree) - 6 

(strongly agree) 

1 4 1.6938 1.27171 

Variable B SE z p 

Case typicality 

CG 
0.118 0.410 0.288 0.773 

Form 
0.213 0.183 1.163 0.245 

CG × form -0.054 0.310 -0.174 0.862 

Complainant typicality 
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CG 1.068 0.254 4.209 < 0.001* 

Form 0.024 0.141 0.169 0.866 

CG × form 0.085 0.201 0.422 0.673 

Defendant typicality 

CG 0.768 0.315 2.438 0.015* 

Form -0.025 0.146 -0.174 0.862 

CG × form 0.050 0.230 0.215 0.830 

Complainant blame 

IRMA 0.166 0.166 1.433 0.152 

CG × IRMA 0.517 0.164 3.147 0.002* 

MRMA 0.900 0.123 7.294 < 0.001* 

CG × MRMA -0.524 0.167 -3.130 0.002* 

Oral sex 0.042 0.055 0.763 0.446 

CG × oral sex -0.074 0.077 -0.964 0.335 

CG 0.566 0.339 1.672 0.094 

Severity -0.208 0.038 -5.509 < 0.001* 

Form 0.053 0.150 0.354 0.723 

CG × form -0.010 0.227 -0.045 0.964 

Case typicality -0.170 0.027 -6.304 < 0.001* 

Complainant typicality -0.353 0.040 -8.795 < 0.001* 

Defendant typicality -0.303 0.036 -8.360 < 0.001* 

Defendant blame 

IRMA -0.133 0.110 -1.205 0.228 

CG × IRMA -0.458 0.135 -3.382 < 0.001* 

MRMA -0.757 0.109 -6.947 < 0.001* 

CG × MRMA 0.666 0.174 3.836 < 0.001* 

Oral sex -0.008 0.049 -0.163 0.871 

CG × oral sex -0.039 0.073 -0.532 0.594 

CG -0.658 0.294 -2.236 0.025* 

Severity 0.263 0.032 8.122 < 0.001* 

Form -0.069 0.142 -0.487 0.626 

CG × form -0.003 0.208 -0.014 0.989 

Case typicality 0.227 0.024 9.483 < 0.001* 

Complainant typicality 0.353 0.035 9.941 < 0.001* 

Defendant typicality 0.449 0.036 12.609 < 0.001* 

Complainant credibility 

IRMA -0.104 0.117 -0.883 0.377 

CG × IRMA -0.631 0.162 -3.902 < 0.001 

MRMA -1.218 0.119 -10.264 < 0.001* 

CG × MRMA 1.166 0.182 6.415 < 0.001* 

Oral sex 0.032 0.057 0.561 0.575 

CG × Oral sex -0.067 0.082 -0.810 0.418 

CG -1.357 0.339 -4.006 < 0.001* 

Severity 0.335 0.037 9.110 < 0.001* 

Form -0.088 0.158 -0.560 0.575 

CG × form -0.020 0.238 -0.083 0.934 

Case typicality 0.275 0.028 9.782 < 0.001* 
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Note. N = 437.  

CG = complainant gender 

IRMA = The Illinois. Rape Myth Acceptance Scale 

MRMA = Male Rape Myth Acceptance Scale 

*p < .05 

Table 7 

Gender Differences for Predicted Relationships  

Variable Female jurors Male jurors 

 B SE z p  B SE z p 

Complainant gender 

Case typicality 0.558 0.321 1.738 .082  0.565 0.343 1.649 0.099 

Complainant typicality 1.233 0.184 6.682 < 0.001  1.457 0.238 6.109 < 0.001 

Defendant typicality 0.976 0.203 4.800 < 0.001  0.797 0.301 2.648 0.008 

Complainant blame 1.203 0.286 4.212 < 0.001  1.430 0.356 4.019 < 0.001 

Defendant blame -1.172 0.237 -4.948 < 0.001  -0.781 0.325 -2.405 0.016 

Complainant  

credibility 
-1.488 0.278 -5.344 < 0.001  -1.412 0.383 -3.686 < 0.001 

Defendant credibility 0.645 0.286 2.253 0.024  0.751 0.397 1.892 0.059 

Verdict -0.705 0.912 -0.773 0.439  1.607 0.775 2.072 0.038 

Complainant typicality 0.598 0.043 14.002 < 0.001* 

Defendant typicality 0.454 0.038 11.878 < 0.001* 

Defendant credibility 

IRMA 0.115 0.165 0.698 0.485 

CG × IRMA 0.580 0.225 2.578 0.010* 

MRMA 0.548 0.183 2.988 0.003* 

CG × MRMA -0.709 0.264 -2.690 0.007* 

Oral sex -0.027 0.073 -0.370 0.711 

CG × Oral sex 0.017 0.117 0.147 0.883 

CG 0.267 0.382 0.698 0.485 

Severity -0.323 0.049 -6.640 < 0.001* 

Form -0.302 0.189 -1.595 0.111 

CG × form 0.169 0.282 0.599 0.549 

Case typicality -0.187 0.035 -5.376 < 0.001* 

Complainant typicality -0.315 0.051 -6.210 < 0.001* 

Defendant typicality -0.426 0.046 -9.171 < 0.001* 

Verdict 

CG 0.276 0.367 0.752  0.452 

Form -0.177 0.163 -1.085  0.278 

CG × form 0.142 0.234 0.607  0.544 

Case typicality -0.054 0.056 -0.978  0.328 

Complainant typicality -0.059 0.101 -0.587  0.557 

Defendant typicality -0.105 0.096 -1.093  0.274 

Complainant blame -0.081 0.057 -1.413  0.158 

Defendant blame 0.449 0.079 5.675 < 0.001* 

Complainant credibility 0.354 0.079 4.499 < 0.001* 

Defendant credibility  -0.169 0.055 -3.048     0.002* 
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Verdict 

Case typicality 0.180 0.220 0.816 0.414  -0.642 0.256 -2.510 0.012 

Complainant typicality 0.372 0.412 0.901 0.367  -0.938 0.373 -2.514 0.012 

Defendant typicality 0.238 0.355 0.671 0.502  -0.862 0.364 -2.371 0.018 

Complainant blame 0.026 0.095 0.269 0.788  -0.343 0.138 -2.485 0.013 

Defendant blame 0.234 0.212 1.104 0.270  0.750 0.230 3.256 0.001 

Complainant  

credibility 
0.048 0.306 0.156 0.876  0.744 0.216 3.449 0.001 

Defendant credibility -0.101 0.070 -2.449 0.147  -0.291 0.089 -3.274 0.001 

Note. N = 430 

*p < .05 

 

Table 8 

Gender differences for rape myth acceptance scales and the predicted relationships  

Note. N = 430 

*p < .05 
Discussion 

This study examined whether the form of sexual assault and complainant and defendant 

gender (i.e., male complainant-female defendant vs. female complainant-male defendant) 

Variable          B               SE           Z           p                              B            SE           Z                p 

                                                  Complainant Blame 

Female Jurors                                                         Male Jurors 

 

IRMA 0.293 0.167 1.760 0.078  -0.131 0.193 -0.677 0.499 

IRMA*CG 0.183 0.219 0.836 0.403  0.697 0.294 2.371 0.018* 

MRMA 0.724 0.180 4.026 < 0.001*  0.777 0.215 3.608 < 0.001* 

MRMA*C

G 
-0.377 0.215 -1.755 0.079  -0.377 0.332 -1.136 0.256 

Defendant Blame 

IRMA -0.071 0.165 -0.430 0.667  0.066 0.161 0.412 0.681 

IRMA*CG -0.194 0.209 -0.925 0.355  -0.631 0.212 -2.973   0.003* 

MRMA -0.480 0.170 -2.821 0.005*  -0.592 0.175 -3.384   0.001* 

MRMA*C

G 
0.502 0.235 2.140 0.032*  0.410 0.276 1.488 0.137 

           Complainant Credibility 

IRMA -0.130 0.147 -0.882 0.378  0.214 0.205 1.048 0.295 

IRMA*CG -0.338 0.204 -1.655 0.098  -0.727 0.280 -2.596   0.009* 

MRMA -0.805 0.151 -5.322 < 0.001*  -1.131 0.209 -5.413 < 0.001* 

MRMA*C

G 
1.043 0.209 4.987 < 0.001*  0.854 0.312 2.738 0.006* 

       Defendant Credibility 

IRMA 0.290 0.207 1.402 0.161  -0.384 0.284 -1.352 0.176 

IRMA*CG 0.184 0.280 0.659 0.510  0.852 0.388 2.192 0.028* 

MRMA 0.110 0.240 0.457 0.647  0.510 0.341 1.496 0.135 

MRMA*C

G 
-0.413 0.328 -1.260 0.208  -0.529 0.480 -1.102 0.270 
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influence mock jurors’ perceptions of the prototypicality of a sexual assault case, complainant, 

and defendant. I also examined the role of prototypicality of the case, complainant, and 

defendant on mock jurors’ complainant/defendant blame and credibility assessments. Finally, I 

investigated the relationship between mock jurors’ complainant/defendant blame and credibility 

assessments and their verdict decisions. Several important findings emerged from these analyses. 

The path model for complainant gender (tied to defendant gender) supported my hypotheses, 

whereas the model for form of the sexual assault did not. 

Indirect Effects of Complainant Gender tied to Defendant Gender 

As predicted, the gender of the complainant/defendant informed mock jurors’ prototypes 

of what constitutes a sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant. Also, in line with my 

predictions, mock jurors’ complainant/defendant blame and credibility assessments were 

informed by their sexual assault prototypes, and these assessments, in turn, affected their verdict 

decisions. My results provide evidence to suggest that because male complainants-female 

defendants do not fit within mock jurors’ prototypes of a sexual assault case, complainant, or 

defendant, the male complainant is blamed more and seen as less credible by mock jurors, while 

his female defendant is perceived as more credible and less blameworthy. Because of this, the 

probability of mock jurors rendering a guilty verdict in this condition was reduced. 

The present study helps extend psycho-legal research by providing evidence to suggest 

that in addition to scripts and stereotypes informing mock jurors’ mental representation of a case, 

as contended in the Director’s Cut model (Devine, 2012), mental representations appear to be 

formulated by mock jurors’ sexual assault prototypes as well. The results of the current study fit 

well with previous studies (e.g., Du Mont et al., 2003; McKimmie et al., 2014; Stuart et al., 

2019) and serve to extend their scope by providing evidence to suggest that, in addition to rape 
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myths, participants’ sexual assault prototypes are one of the mechanisms underpinning their 

assessments of complainant/defendant blame and credibility. Additionally, my findings support 

previous research demonstrating that complainant/defendant blame and credibility are related to 

mock jurors’ verdict decisions (Ellison & Munro, 2009; Finch & Munro, 2005). My thesis 

expands on these findings and provides a model that offers evidence to suggest one of the 

phenomena behind mock jurors’ verdict decisions is their sexual assault prototypes. Specifically, 

mock jurors’ sexual assault prototypes inform their complainant/defendant blame and credibility 

assessments, which, in turn predict their verdict decisions. 

My results are broadly in line with the growing body of research examining judicial 

decisions involving male complainants of female-perpetrated sexual assault. In my study, the 

male complainant was viewed as more blameworthy and less credible than his female 

complainant counterpart, consistent with previous studies (Anderson, 2007; Pica et al., 2018; 

Starosta & Schuller, 2020). My results go beyond previous reports by empirically demonstrating 

the mediating role of prototypicality of the sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant, 

which may help explain the aforementioned studies' findings.  

My results can also add to the conceptualization of the ‘real rape’ prototype (Du Mont et 

al., 2003) because by explicitly measuring mock jurors’ perceived prototypicality of a sexual 

assault case, complainant, and defendant, it provides evidence to suggest that mock jurors’ ‘real 

rape’ prototype includes a female complainant-male defendant pairing, and that male 

complainant-female defendant pairings do not appear to fit within this conception.  

Consistent with the growing body of research examining jurors’ decisions for male 

complainant-female defendants compared to female complainant-male defendants (Anderson, 

2007; Pica et al., 2018; Starosta & Schuller, 2020), complainant gender was not directly related 
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to mock jurors’ verdict decisions. However, this is reasonably because all of the effect 

complainant gender has on verdict is due to its effects on blame and credibility (either indirectly 

or directly), which then affect verdict. Subsequently, there is nothing left after that for 

complainant gender to affect verdict directly. More research is warranted to confirm this 

supposition and ascertain if this process could explain why previous research found that mock 

jurors' verdict decisions did not differ for a male complainant-female defendant or a female 

complainant-male defendant. 

Direct Effects of Complainant Gender as Related to Defendant Gender 

Contrary to my prediction, the direct effects of complainant gender on 

complainant/defendant blame and credibility remained significant when including prototypicality 

assessments, and the model demonstrated inconsistent mediation. The present study’s findings 

revealed that for fixed levels of prototypicality, the female complainant was blamed more and 

seen as less credible than the male complainant. The male defendant was viewed as more 

credible and less blameworthy than the female defendant. These findings contrast previous 

research demonstrating that a male complainant of female-perpetrated sexual assault was blamed 

more and seen as less credible than the female complainant of male-perpetrated assaults 

(Anderson, 2007; Pica et al., 2019; Starosta & Schuller, 2020).  

These results may be explained by hindsight bias, which is the tendency to overestimate 

the foreseeability of an outcome once it is known (Fischhoff, 1975). Perhaps participants 

believed that because the female complainant-male defendant condition is more prototypical of a 

sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant, in hindsight, she should have “known better” 

and avoided her victimization. Hindsight bias has implications for decision-making within the 

legal system. Previous research has suggested that when mock jurors are presented with a case 
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describing aggression (not exclusive to sexual assault), they dissect whether the victim could 

have foreseen the outcome (Casper et al., 1989; Roese et al., 2006). This research suggests that 

mock jurors, in accordance with the hindsight bias, overestimate the foreseeability of the 

aggression because they are unable to judge the situation as if they had not known the outcome. 

Due to this overestimation, mock jurors believe that the victim could have changed their 

behavior to avoid the aggression (Casper et al., 1989). Harley (2007) suggests that this hindsight 

bias leads mock jurors to believe that the complainant was partially responsible for the outcome 

because they did not foresee how risky their behavior was, despite the complainant not having 

access to this hindsight. It, therefore, stands to reason that mock jurors may not be able to 

empathize with the information available to the complainant at the time of the alleged assault, 

which appears to diverge from rational decision-making (Russ et al., 1996). From this 

standpoint, perhaps the mock jurors in the present study relied on their knowledge of the 

outcome (i.e., the sexual assault occurred) to inform their assessments of blame and credibility. 

The contention that a female complainant should have “known better” seems plausible 

due to the suggestion that because women are at a higher risk of sexual assault by men 

(Department of Justice, 2019), women are consistently taught how to avoid being sexually 

assaulted in the form of prevention tips such as (a) only walk during the day or well-lit places, 

(b) wear nonrevealing clothing to avoid sending the wrong message, (c) do not talk to male 

strangers, and (d) keep an eye on your beverage at all times to avoid the unwanted consumption 

of drugs (Bedera & Nordmeyer, 2015). Researchers suggest these prevention strategies are 

rooted in rape myths (Bedera & Nordmeyer, 2015). For instance, Bedra and Nordemeyer (2015) 

note that the strategy to “avoid wearing revealing clothing” has a strong resemblance to the rape 
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myth that “when girls go to parties wearing slutty clothes, they are asking for trouble” (Burt, 

1991; McMahon & Farmer, 2011). 

Researchers suggest that when participants are exposed to these prevention strategies and 

then read and evaluate a sexual assault case, they blame the victim and view her as more 

responsible because they believe the woman should have known how to protect herself based on 

the prevention tips, they assume she has been exposed to (Cherniawsky & Morrison, 2020). 

Perhaps, participants believed that since women are more likely to be sexually assaulted by men 

and provided with prevention tips (Cherniawsky & Morrison, 2020), in hindsight, she should 

have “known better” how to avoid her victimization. However, because my participants did not 

view the male complainant of female-perpetrated sexual assault as prototypical of a sexual 

assault case, complainant, or defendant, they may not have relied on this hindsight bias and 

believed that the male complainant should have "known better" how to avoid the assault, 

especially since victim-prevention strategies are not usually targeted towards men (DeGue et al., 

2014). Therefore, participants found the female complainant as more to blame and less credible 

than the male complainant in the present study. These assumptions provide a starting point for 

discussion and further investigation. 

Previous research has consistently demonstrated that female complainants who deviate 

from what rape myths prescribe as a “genuine” sexual assault complainant (e.g., intoxicated 

complainant, lack of complainant’s physical resistance, the defendant was known to the 

complainant) receive more blame from mock jurors and are seen as less credible compared to 

complainants who are seen as “genuine”, as defined by rape myths (e.g., McKimmie et al., 2014; 

Sims et al., 2007; Wall & Schuller, 2002). In the present study, the female complainant was 

portrayed as a “genuine” sexual assault complainant in accordance with these rape myths (e.g., 
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stranger assault, verbal-resistance, sober, immediately reported the assault), yet for fixed levels 

of prototypicality, she was still blamed more and seen as less credible than the male complainant. 

It appears from my results that mock jurors may have a propensity to blame female complainants 

of sexual assault and it remains unclear to what degree these rape myths contribute to mock 

jurors’ decisions in sexual assault cases. Research has suggested that due to social movements 

such as #Metoo and Slutwalk that advocate for an end to victim blame and, more broadly, rape 

culture (Nicholls, 2021), individuals have a broader understanding of sexual assault and are 

debunking rape myths (Henry et al., 2020). While there may be a paradigm shift away from 

established rape myths, other factors appear to be informing mock jurors’ evaluation of a female 

complainant of sexual assault, as demonstrated by my participants endorsing low levels of rape 

myth acceptance, but still blaming and viewing the female complainant as less credible. Further 

work is required to disentangle the complexity of these findings.  

Form of Sexual Assault 

To my knowledge, this study was the first to empirically investigate mock jurors’ 

decisions for a sexual assault involving forced oral sex. Contrary to my predictions, the form of 

sexual assault did not affect participant responses, with no significant differences found between 

the oral sex and the vaginal intercourse condition. It therefore seems that the “only vaginal 

intercourse equates to sexual assault” rape myth (Leftkovitz et al., 2014; Lefkovitz et al., 2016) 

did not play a significant role in mock jurors’ evaluations of the complainant or defendant. This 

is contrary to previous research finding that sexual assault complainants who deviate from what 

rape myths prescribe as a “genuine” sexual assault are treated less favourably by jurors (e.g., 

Ellison & Munro, 2010; McKimmie et al., 2014; Persson et al., 2018). 
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The “only vaginal intercourse equates to sexual assault” rape myth was first identified by 

Lefkovitz and colleagues in 2014 and was re-examined in 2016. However, since 2016, many 

high-profile sexual assault cases involving forced oral sex on a victim have occurred. In 2017, 

Harvey Weinstein was accused of forcing oral sex onto a woman (Wagmeister, 2017). This case 

was published in numerous news outlets and received heavy media focus (e.g., NYTimes, 

Washington Post). Additionally, Matt Lauer, who previously hosted the popular morning talk 

show, The Morning Show, was publicly accused of performing unwanted oral sex on his female 

victims. These allegations were published by The Washington Post on April 25, 2018 (Ellison, 

2018). Likewise, there has been media attention on male victims being forced to receive oral sex. 

In 2018, the well-known male actor Shia Labeouf publicly disclosed being sexually assaulted by 

a female fan who forced oral sex on him (Beaumont-Thomas, 2018). 

Mastro and Kopacz (2010) suggest that the media is one of the primary ways that 

prototypes are created. It is therefore reasonable that due to the increase in media attention on 

forced oral sex onto victims, this form of sexual assault is now perceived as a “genuine” and 

typical form of a sexual assault, despite the rape myth against it. This supposition is consistent 

with the findings of Kessler et al. (2019), who investigated whether features of a workplace 

sexual harassment charge that gained media attention during the #MeToo movement would 

increase people’s perceptions of the type of behaviours that are involved in sexual harassment. 

The results demonstrated that behaviours inconsistent with media stories were not perceived as 

sexual harassment. Although this line of inquiry appears to be testing prototypes, prototypicality 

was never measured. Regardless, the results suggest that the media affects individuals’ 

perceptions (Kessler et al., 2019) and, arguably, their prototypes. Therefore, it seems likely that 

due to the increase in media attention on oral sex (with both male and female complainants), this 
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form of sexual assault is now seen as a “typical” form of sexual assault. This may explain why, 

in the present study, no significant effects were found for sexual assault form on prototypicality 

assessments, complainant and defendant blame and credibility assessments, and verdict 

decisions. 

I found no significant difference between participants’ severity ratings for the oral sex or 

vaginal intercourse condition, which may support the assumption that increased media focus on 

forced oral sex onto a complainant has added this form of sexual assault to peoples’ prototypes 

of a “genuine” sexual assault case. However, due to the scant research investigating the influence 

of the form of the sexual assault on juror decisions, this study alone cannot be used to derive firm 

conclusions about the role of sexual assault form on judicial decisions. Future research should 

replicate this study and include other forms of sexual assault, such as anal sex, forced oral sex 

onto a defendant, and/or forced digital penetration (i.e., hand job/fingering) onto the 

complainant/defendant, to enable a more extensive understanding of the role of this variable on 

judicial decisions in sexual assault cases. 

Exploratory Model 

RMA Scales as Predictors 

Contrary to previous research (e.g., Chapleau et al., 2008; Davies et al., 2012), in the 

present study, the rape myth acceptance scales only predicted complainant/defendant blame and 

credibility for the complainant gender the scale was targeting. For instance, the IRMA targets 

rape myths against women, and in the present study, the IRMA only predicted complainant 

blame or credibility when the complainant was female. Similarly, the MRMA targets rape myths 

against men, and in the present study, the MRMA only predicted male complainant blame and 

credibility. These inconsistent findings may be explained by the fact that previous research 
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studied participants with high scores for both the IRMA and MRMA (e.g., Chapleau et al., 2008; 

Davies et al., 2012), while my participants generally had low rape myth acceptance. These 

conflicting results suggest that further research concerning the role of jurors’ rape myth 

acceptance on their blame and credibility assessments towards both male and female 

complainants and defendants are required. 

MRMA. Consistent with previous research, higher MRMA scores were significantly 

associated with increases in male complainant blame and female defendant credibility and 

decreases in male complainant credibility and female defendant blame (e.g., Davies et al., 2012; 

Sleath & Bull, 2010). In my study, even though participants had low MRMA acceptance scores 

in general, any acceptance of male rape myths predicted negative perceptions of the male 

complainant. Believing in male rape myths appeared to inform participants’ assessments and 

decision-making, potentially resulting in unfair proceedings and outcomes for male 

complainants. This is problematic because potential jurors for sexual assault cases are not 

screened as to where they fall on rape myth acceptance scales prior to trial in Canada. 

IRMA. When I partialed out the effect of complainant gender through the prototypicality 

assessments, mock jurors, regardless of their level of rape myth acceptance, were more likely to 

blame the female complainant than the male complainant. Because previous research has not 

examined prototypicality, this may explain why previous studies have not found these effects and 

have instead found that those higher in rape myth acceptance tend to blame complainants more 

than those with lower rape myth acceptance (e.g., Klement et al., 2019; Krahe et al., 2007). 

These results may be due to mock jurors in my study having low rape myth acceptance in 

general. Alternatively, these results could suggest that there may have been an implicit bias 

towards female complainants that the scale did not measure, evidenced by the finding of an 
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effect of complainant gender on complainant credibility, even when controlling for mock jurors’ 

rape myth acceptance and the interaction between IRMA or MRMA and complainant gender. 

More research is warranted to confirm these findings. This is an important line of inquiry due to 

the high rate of women sexually assaulted each year (Statistics Canada, 2017). If there is an 

implicit bias to view female sexual assault complainants as less credible, further investigations 

on why this is occurring and how to attenuate this bias are required.  

Oral Sex Scale. The three questions I created to gauge jurors’ acceptance of the “only 

vaginal intercourse equates sexual assault” (Lefkovitz et al., 2014; Lefkovitz et al., 2016) rape 

myth did not significantly predict complainant/defendant blame or credibility. As previously 

noted, this rape myth may no longer be salient for jurors due to the increased media attention on 

this form of sexual assault, which could have taught individuals that forced oral sex onto a 

complainant equates sexual assault.  

Sexual Assault Severity as a Predictor 

Consistent with previous research (e.g., Pickle & Gentry, 2017; Vallano et al., 2013), the 

more severe participants in the current study perceived the alleged sexual assault to be for the 

complainant, the lower blame and higher credibility were attributed to the complainant, while 

higher blame and lower credibility were attributed to the defendant. Therefore, future 

investigations are encouraged to further delve into the relationship between severity, jurors’ 

prototypes, and their decisions.  

Rape Myth Acceptance Scales and Severity as Covariates 

I explored if the inclusion of the IRMA, MRMA, Oral Sex Scale, and severity would 

have a role on the direct effects of complainant gender on blame and credibility variables found 

within my main model. Within the present study, The Oral Sex Scale had no significant role in 
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these direct effects. However, using severity, IRMA, and MRMA together as control variables 

attenuated the direct effects of complainant blame on verdict, and their inclusion resulted in the 

direct effects of complainant gender on prototypicality of the sexual assault case, complainant 

blame, and defendant credibility to no longer be significant in the model. Exact understanding of 

why this occurred may not be possible because these findings occurred in conjunction with the 

statistical combination of multiple control variables in the exploratory model—for instance, the 

inclusion of severity, RMA, MRMA, and the Oral Sex Scale. As preliminary analysis yielded 

promising results for the role of severity, IRMA, and MRMA as covariates in the model, 

researchers are encouraged to look into this further. 

Juror Gender 

Contrary to what has been found in the literature (e.g., Basow & Minieri, 2011; Grubb & 

Harrower, 2008; McKimmie et al., 2014; Simonson & Subich, 1999), my study did not find 

significant juror gender differences for any of the predicted relationships. In my study, male 

participants did not blame the complainant more than female participants did. Male participants 

did not have a lower probability of rendering a guilty verdict than the female participants, and 

men did not score higher on rape myth acceptance scales than women. These results are 

potentially due to my sample participants largely self-identifying as liberal, non-religious, and 

highly educated. Previous studies have demonstrated that men who are conservative (Silver & 

Silver, 2017), Roman Catholic or Protestant (Barnett et al., 2018), and less educated (Esposito et 

al., 2020) are more punitive towards sexual assault complainants, especially male complainants 

(Walfield, 2018), compared to their liberal, more educated, and agnostic or atheistic male 

counterparts. My sample, as mentioned, was fairly representative of the Canadian population. 

However, it remains an empirical question how results would differ with a more conservative, 
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religious, or less educated sample. The present study provides some evidence to suggest that 

mock jurors’ characteristics (e.g., religion, political ideology, and education) may modify the 

effect of participants’ gender on assessments and verdicts. More research concerning the effects 

of participants’ gender, juror characteristics and perceptions of sexual assault complainants, 

including rape myth acceptance, on jurors’ decision-making in sexual assault cases is therefore 

required. This line of inquiry would provide valuable information to Crown and defence lawyers 

on which jurors, based on their characteristics, may be more punitive towards sexual assault 

complainants, especially male complainants.   

Implications 

My thesis demonstrates that complainant gender (tied to defendant gender) and mock 

jurors’ perceived prototypicality of the sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant play a 

multifaceted role in shaping mock jurors’ perceptions of sexual assault and legal decisions. The 

present study endeavored to include male victims of female-perpetrated and forced oral sexual 

assault in empirical discourse in the hopes of opening the door to more research about these 

underrepresented populations. My results demonstrate that prototypicality is one of the 

mechanisms behind mock jurors’ decisions and provides evidence to suggest that mock jurors 

appear to have an image of what genders are involved in a prototypical sexual assault case, 

complainant, and defendant, with practical implications for sexual assault cases, the field of 

psychology, and the criminal justice system. 

This is the first study to directly measure mock jurors’ perceived prototypicality of the 

sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant. In the past, research has varied how prototypical 

a sexual assault scenario is based on to what degree the case adheres to salient rape myths. 

However, the results of the present study highlight that the relationship between complainant 
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(tied to) defendant gender on mock jurors’ case-related decisions is not as straightforward as 

previously hypothesized, and only by directly measuring mock jurors’ perceived prototypicality 

of the sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant can this complex relationship be 

understood. For example, without measuring prototypicality directly, it would have been thought 

that the female complainant was blamed more and seen as less credible than the male 

complainant. However, by directly measuring mock jurors’ perceived prototypicality of the 

sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant, we now understand that this actually only 

occurs for fixed levels of prototypicality. When prototypicality is included in the model, mock 

jurors actually blame the male complainant more and view him as less credible than the female 

complainant. The same nuanced relationships were also seen with defendant blame/credibility 

and mock jurors’ verdict decisions. It is only with the knowledge of the intricacies of these 

relationships that resources can effectively be implemented to counter this prototype-based bias. 

Furthermore, given the importance of directly measuring prototypicality, the present study 

provides a methodological basis for psycho-legal researchers to investigate prototypes and their 

role on judicial decision-making in sexual assault cases. 

With regards to the specifics of countering this prototype-based bias, the results of the 

present study suggest a male complainant of female-perpetrated sexual assault may face a 

disadvantage if he pursues his claims at trial because his is not the prototypical sexual assault 

scenario. The consequences of the male complainant-female defendant deviating from jurors’ 

narrow prototypes of whom a complainant/defendant should be appear to be severe. As seen in 

this study, although mock jurors were provided with the Canadian legal definitions of sexual 

assault as defined in Bill C-51 (i.e., gender neutral terms such as “complainant” and “defendant” 

rather than “she” or “he”), they still appeared to have a prototype of what genders are involved in 
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a sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant and used this prototype to guide their 

decisions. Future studies should investigate how to inform jurors that men can be victims of 

sexual assaults perpetrated by a female to prevent the deleterious belief that men cannot be 

sexually assaulted and that this gender combination is counter-prototypical of a sexual assault 

case, complainant, and defendant. This is particularly important because this prototype-based 

bias, found within the present study, can add to the low attrition rates sexual assault cases face 

once they make it to court (Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2017) and can prevent fair and just trials 

for all. Therefore, Crown and defence lawyers, as well as trial judges, should take steps to 

mitigate this potential bias.  

Future research should also be devoted to discovering what other elements might 

comprise jurors’ sexual assault prototypes, what is informing these prototypes, and ways to 

mitigate them to ensure fair trials. This line of inquiry is essential because how prototypical a 

sexual assault scenario is perceived to be has no bearing on whether a complainant gave consent. 

Prototypes should therefore not be related to mock jurors’ decisions.   

To this end, it would be of empirical interest to replicate the previous research examining 

the role of rape myths in jurors’ decisions (e.g., Du Mont et al., 2003; McKimmie et al., 2014; 

Schuller et al., 2010) with the inclusion of measurements that empirically examine jurors’ sexual 

assault prototypes. Such studies could disentangle, for instance, whether sexual assault victims 

who knew their assailant are seen as more blameworthy by jurors because they are not adhering 

to what rape myths prescribe as a “genuine” sexual assault case, or whether jurors’ prototypical 

image of a sexual assault complainant is someone assaulted by a stranger, so deviations from this 

image increase victim blaming. This inquiry line would aid in further understanding the drivers 

of juror complainant/defendant blame and credibility assessments and verdict decisions.  
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 For female complainants, the present study’s findings provide additional information 

about the multifaceted role of complainant gender (tied to defendant gender) on mock jury 

decision-making in sexual assault cases. This study suggests that a female complainant will be 

blamed regardless of whether her sexual assault adheres to salient rape myths and regardless of 

whether she is the prototypical sexual assault image. This has negative consequences for our 

legal system because one in three women have experienced sexual assault at some point in their 

lives (Statistics Canada, 2017). Intuitively then, there should be a high rate of individuals being 

charged with sexual assault each year. However, sexual assault has the highest attrition rate of 

any crime (Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2017). Research suggests that jurors’ conceptions play a 

key role in the high attrition rates found between trial and conviction (Schuller et al., 2010). If 

jurors (regardless of their level of rape myth acceptance) tend not to believe female 

complainants, then not all individuals are being treated equally under the court of law. Further 

research will be essential to replicate this study to confirm my findings. If confirmed, future 

research should be conducted to understand why jurors tend to hold negative evaluations of 

female sexual assault complainants and mitigate this bias. 

My study further extends the current literature by encompassing a wider range of persons 

affected by sexual assault rather than solely focusing on female complainants, male defendants, 

and vaginal penetrative assault, thereby broadening current psycho-legal research to novel 

populations. This study provides a methodological basis for future studies to investigate other 

gender influences on jurors’ sexual assault prototypes and their role on decision making in sexual 

assault cases. This is necessary because jurors’ tendency to underestimate assault that does not 

involve a female complainant-male defendant promotes the marginalization of male, female, and 

transgender complainants of female-perpetrated sexual assault. All of these situations are 
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understudied but prevalent within society (Ibrahim, 2019; Rotenberg, 2017). For instance, in 

2011 it was estimated that 50% of transgender individuals reported being sexually assaulted 

(EGALE Canada, 2011). These statistics, along with my findings, provide evidence to suggest 

that systemic education of the public on different genders involved in sexual assaults is 

warranted. Future research is necessary to further understand the biasing role of complainant 

gender on jurors’ decisions in sexual assault cases and examine ways to mitigate against this bias 

to ensure fair and just trials for all. 

In the present study, null results demonstrated that mock jurors do not appear to have a 

prototypical image of sexual assault form in terms of forced oral sex onto the complainant 

compared to vaginal intercourse. As this thesis is the first to examine sexual assault forms 

outside of normative vaginal penetration, more research is warranted to examine all variations of 

the forms of a sexual assault to understand the full impact of this variable on jurors’ decisions. 

Severity was not the main focus of the present study. However, the exploratory results 

provide evidence that participants rely on their assessment of how severe they perceived the 

alleged sexual assault to be for the complainant to inform their blame/credibility assessments, 

which then inform their verdict decisions. In opposition to the informative knowledge obtained 

from how severe a complainant perceived the sexual assault to be for themselves, jurors’ 

subjective perceptions of severity should not have a role in their case-related decisions. Future 

examinations on the role of severity on jurors’ decisions and ways to mitigate its occurrences are 

required to further understand the role of severity on jurors’ decision-making in sexual assault 

cases. 

Similarly, my exploratory model provides evidence to suggest that the rape myth 

acceptance scales only predicted complainant/defendant blame and credibility for the 
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complainant gender the scale was targeting. Because more than just men and women can be 

sexually assaulted, it is of research interest to design a scale that measures rape myths in general, 

and is more generalizable to various complainant/defendant gender combinations. However, 

because previous research has suggested a positive relationship between the IRMA and MRMA 

scales (e.g., Chapleau et al., 2008; Davies et al., 2012), further research concerning the 

correlation between the IRMA and MRMA scales is required.  

As my exploratory model provides evidence to support previous findings that 

participants’ belief in male rape myths appear to inform their case-related decisions (Davies et 

al., 2012; Sleath & Bull, 2010), future examination of ways to reduce male rape myth acceptance 

is warranted. Lastly, my male and female jurors did not significantly differ in their 

prototypicality assessments or case-related decisions, thus allowing for cautious optimism 

surrounding gender differences, among jurors, in the treatment of sexual assault complainants 

and defendants in sexual assault cases. However, future replication is required to better 

understand the role of jurors' gender in Canadian sexual assault cases.   

Limitations and future directions 

The current study was conducted in a manner that follows previous jury decision-making 

research, specifically in Canada (Hans, 2013). Because Canadian jurors cannot legally disclose 

the reasons for their decisions (Criminal Code, s. 649; 1985), jury simulations provide an 

opportunity to examine the effect of extralegal information on juror decision-making. Several 

caveats of the present study must, however, be noted.  

Firstly, the study used mock jurors and a simulated trial. It is possible that participants 

knowing that their responses had no consequences for a defendant may have influenced their 

decision-making process and/or outcome (Bornstein et al., 2017; Bornstein & McCabe, 2005). 
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Therefore, the present study may not fully represent what would occur in a courtroom, lowering 

my ecological validity. Secondly, the use of a written trial transcript instead of an audio 

recording or video/live presentation may also have lowered the ecological validity of the present 

study, as real jurors hear and view a case and do not read it. However, research has demonstrated 

few (if any) differences in results between various modes of presentation (Bronstein, 1999; 

Pezdek et al., 2010). Additionally, this study lacked a deliberation component. Mock jurors’ 

verdict decisions were rendered individually rather than through group discussion and therefore 

may not represent how a jury considers this extralegal information (Nunez et al., 2011). Despite 

these limitations, the simulated nature of this study provided a high degree of experimental 

control.  

Online data collection provides the researcher easier access to a geographically diverse 

(i.e., participants were from all over Canada) and representative community sample. However, 

this process does have its limitations. For instance, online participants may fail to pay attention 

to all questions, which is a challenge to monitor when the researcher is not physically present 

during their participation. The inclusion of attention checks throughout ones’ study can help 

mitigate this problem (Goodman et al., 2013). Within my final sample, all participants responded 

correctly to all attention-check and manipulation-check questions, providing some confidence 

that participants included in the final sample attended to the materials and instructions.  

   Another important limitation of this study was that the complainant and defendant 

depicted were not representative of the diversity of all sexual assault cases. For the scope of this 

thesis, I only examined male complainant-female defendant and female complainant-male 

defendant conditions. As a result, my findings may not be generalizable to how jurors would 

consider female complainant-female defendant or male complainant-male defendant conditions. 
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The form of the sexual assault was described as either oral sex onto the complainant or vaginal 

intercourse, which is not reflective of the full range of sexual forms that could be present in a 

sexual assault. Despite this limitation, this study provides, for the first time, an examination of 

how the form of sexual assault and gender of the complainant and defendant influence mock 

jurors’ prototypes and decisions in sexual assault cases. This study therefore provides a first step 

for future research to replicate and extend this analysis with the inclusion of other gender 

combinations and other forms of sexual assault to allow for a more comprehensive understanding 

of the diversity of sexual assault cases. 

An additional limitation may be present within the IRMA, MRMA and the three 

questions I created to gauge participants’ acceptance of the “only vaginal intercourse equates a 

sexual assault” rape myth. These questions were an explicit measure of participants’ attitudes. 

Due to issues with response bias and social desirability (Furnham, 1986), participants may not 

have answered truthfully but instead wanted to appear favourably to the researcher. Although 

online surveys may reduce social desirability (Booth-Kewley et al., 1992), future researchers 

investigating the role of rape myths and forced oral sex on jurors’ decisions should consider 

creating an implicit measure to understand the role of these attitudes on jurors’ decisions. 

It is important to note that the use of the names “Lauren” and “Jim” may have led 

participants to assume that the characters in the vignette were white. Complainant/defendant race 

was not within the scope of this thesis, although it is known to have a role in juror decisions 

(e.g., Mitchell et al., 2005). Future studies should focus on the intersection of different identity 

statuses, such as gender, sexual orientation, race, class, cultural background, religious beliefs, 

ability, and age, to capture more thoroughly the complex factors that may contribute to how 

jurors perceive the prototypicality of a sexual assault situation and their decisions. 
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My study gauged participants’ rape myth acceptance levels and their role on the predicted 

relationships. However, other scales exist that have been known to play a role in jurors' decisions 

in sexual assault cases, and future studies should replicate this study with the inclusion of those 

scales to see if results would differ. For instance, the Ambivalent Sexism Scale (Glick & Fiske, 

1999) predicts ambivalent attitudes toward women. Previous research has identified that the 

higher mock jurors score on the Ambivalent Sexism Scale, the more positively they view the 

male sexual assault defendant (Abrams et al., 2003; Viki et al., 2004). An additional scale of 

interest would be the Need for Cognition scale (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982). This scale measures 

individuals’ intrinsic motivation for, and enjoyment of, effortful cognitive activities (Cacioppo & 

Petty, 1982). As prototype research suggests that prototypes are employed to reach quick, 

effortless decisions (Rosch & Brooks, 1978), it remains an empirical question if jurors who enjoy 

cognitive activities (as measured by the Need for Cognition scale; Cacioppo & Petty, 1982) 

would be less likely to rely on prototypes to reach their decisions, compared to jurors with lower 

enjoyment of cognitive activities.  

Finally, the present study did not examine whether mock jurors’ severity assessments 

were a function of complainant/defendant gender, as this was outside the current project's scope. 

As such, future studies should explore if juror’s severity rating of a sexual assault case differs 

depending on the complainant/defendant’s gender. 

Conclusion 

The current study was the first to explicitly measure mock jurors’ perceived 

prototypicality of a sexual assault case, complainant, and defendant. The present study also 

serves as a first examination of the impact of the form of sexual assault and complainant gender 

(tied to defendant gender) on mock jurors’ sexual assault prototypes and, in turn, their 
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assessments and decisions. This study illustrates the multifaceted role of complainant gender 

(tied to defendant gender) and prototypicality on judicial decision-making. Findings indicate that 

form of sexual assault was not significantly predictive of mock jurors’ sexual assault prototypes, 

and in turn, their decisions. Factors that contribute to formulating a prototype, such as media 

focus about forced oral sex onto male and female complainants, may explain this lack of 

relationship between this form of sexual assault and mock jurors’ sexual assault prototypes. This 

study contributes to the literature on juror bias in sexual assault cases. It provides evidence to 

suggests that mock jurors’ sexual assault prototypes are one of the mechanisms behind their 

case-related decisions. Simultaneously, the study demonstrates that for fixed levels of 

prototypicality, mock jurors perceived the female complainant as more blameworthy and less 

credible than the male complainant and the male defendant to be more credible and less 

blameworthy than the female defendant, resulting in fewer guilty verdicts in the female 

complainant-male defendant condition than in the male complainant-female defendant condition. 

Collectively, this study contributes to the literature on jurors’ decision-making in sexual assault 

cases and suggests that complainant gender, mock jurors’ sexual assault prototypes, 

complainant/defendant blame and credibility, rape myth acceptance, and severity ratings may be 

essential considerations in mock juror decision-making. 

Jurors are legal gatekeepers; they are trusted to decide if an assault occurred, and they are 

trusted to understand and apply the law and determine if the law was followed in any given case. 

They are expected to do this by not being swayed by extra-legal information such as gender or 

their own prototypes. Yet, the present study provides evidence to suggest that prospective jurors 

may not be able to set aside their own biases. The recognition of this bias, and the future research 

extending these results, will help notify our legal system of factors that contribute to the high 
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attrition rates sexual assault complainants experience within our justice system once a sexual 

assault case makes it to court (Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2017). The Canadian Human Rights 

Act states that all Canadians have the right to equality, fair treatment, and an environment free of 

discrimination on the basis of sex; these goals must extend and be observed in Canadian 

courtrooms as well.  
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Appendix A 

Screener 
 

Please answer the following questions. 

 
 

1. Are you a Canadian citizen? 

o  Yes 

o  No 

 

2. Are you able to read, write and understand the English language? 
o  Yes 

o  No 

 
3. Have you ever been convicted of an indictable offense that you did not receive a formal record 

suspension for? 

o  Yes 

o  No 
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Appendix B 

 
Consent form 

 

Name and Contact Information of Researchers: 

Cassandra Starosta, Carleton University, Department of Psychology 

Email: cassandrastarosta@cmail.carleton.ca 

Supervisor and Contact Information: 
Dr. Evelyn Maeder, Carleton University, Institute of Criminology and Criminal 

Justice/Department of Psychology 

Email: evelyn.maeder@carleton.ca 

 
Project Title 

Legal Decision Making 

 
Carleton University Project Clearance 

Clearance #:  111967 Date of Clearance: February 2, 2021 

 
Invitation 

You are invited to participate in a study concerning juror decision-making. The information in 

this form is intended to help you understand what we are asking of you so that you can decide 

whether you agree to participate in this study. Your participation in this study is voluntary, and a 

decision not to participate will not be used against you in any way. 
 

Purpose 

This is a study to evaluate juror decision-making in sexual assault cases. 

 
Task Requirements 

If you agree to participate in this study, we will ask you to: 

o  Assume the role of a juror. 
o  Read a trial transcript involving a sexual assault charge. 

o  Determine a verdict. 

o  Respond to a series of questions. 
This will take approximately 15 minutes. 

 

Who is eligible to participate in this study? 

Prior to reading the trial transcript, participants will be screened to ensure that they are eligible to 
serve on a Canadian jury (Canadian citizen, at least 18 years old, fluent in English, and have no 

indictable offenses). 

 

Risks and Inconveniences 

You will be asked to read a trial transcript involving a sexual assault charge. You may be 
uncomfortable with the nature of the charge or the description of the assault. You will also be 

asked to answer questions regarding your attitudes about certain sensitive topics and you may 

become uncomfortable with the nature of the questions. At any time, you may discontinue your 

involvement in this study. 
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Possible Benefits 

You may not receive any direct benefit from your participation in this study. However, 

your participation may allow researchers to better understand juror decision-making in 

sexual assault trails. 

 
Compensation/Incentives 

You will be compensated $2.50 for your participation. 

 
No waiver of your rights 

By signing this form, you are not waiving any rights or releasing the researchers from any 

liability. 

 
Right to Withdraw 

At any time, you may discontinue your involvement in this study, and you will still 

receive compensation; clicking “I wish to withdraw from this study” on any page will take 

you to the end of the survey. At the end of the study, you will be asked if you would like 

to withdraw your data from the study and will have the option of doing so immediately if 

you should so wish. 
 

Withdrawing from the study 

If you withdraw your consent during the course of the study, all information collected from 

you before your withdrawal will be discarded. If you consent to submit your responses to 

the study, it will no longer be possible to withdraw your data. 

 
Confidentiality 

The data collected in this experiment is strictly confidential. No identifying information 

will be collected at any time. We will treat your personal information as confidential 
although absolute privacy cannot be guaranteed. We collect data through the software 

Qualtrics, which uses servers with multiple layers of security to protect the privacy of the 

data (e.g., encrypted websites and password protected storage). Your data will be stored 

and protected by Qualtrics on Toronto- based servers but may be disclosed via a court order 

or data breach. Please note that Qualtrics is hosted by a server located in the USA. The 
United States Patriot Act permits U.S. law enforcement officials, for an anti-terrorism 

investigation, to seek a court order that allows access to the personal records of any person 

without that person's knowledge. In view of this we cannot absolutely guarantee the full 

confidentiality and anonymity of your data. With your consent to participate in this study 

you acknowledge this. 
 

The results of this study may be published or presented at an academic conference or 

meeting, but the data will be presented so that it will not be possible to identify any 

participants. 

 

Data Retention 
After the study is completed, your de-identified data will be retained for future research use. 

 
New information during the study 
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In the event that any changes could affect your decision to continue participating in this study, 

you will be promptly informed. 

REB Review and Contact Information: 

This project was reviewed and cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board. If 

you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact the Carleton University 

Research Ethics Board by email at ethics@carleton.ca. 

 
 

  I have read the above form and understand the conditions of my participation. My 
participation in this study is voluntary, and I understand that if at any time I wish to 
leave the experiment, I may do so without having to give an explanation and with 
no penalty whatsoever. Furthermore, I am also aware that the data gathered in this 
study are 
confidential and anonymous with respect to my personal identity. By checking 

this box, I’m indicating that I agree to participate in this study. 

 

  I have read the above form and understand the conditions of my participation. My 
participation in this study is voluntary, and I understand that if at any time I wish to 
leave the experiment, I may do so without having to give an explanation and with 
no penalty whatsoever. Furthermore, I am also aware that the data gathered in this 
study are 
confidential and anonymous with respect to my personal identity. By checking 
this box, I’m indicating that I do not agree to participate in this study. 

Continue to survey => 
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Appendix C 

Juror Instructions 
Jim McWilliams has been charged with the crime of sexually assaulting Lauren Robertson. 

The Crown has the burden of proving this charge beyond a reasonable doubt. It is your 

duty, as a juror, to read all of the evidence, to decide the facts, and apply the law as given 

to you at the end of the trial summary. Your decision is to be based on the evidence that 

follows and the legal rules provided at the end of these materials. 
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Appendix D 

 
Trial Summary 

 

 

Female Complainant/Male Defendant /Vaginal Intercourse 
 

 

ONTARIO COURT OF JUSTICE 

DATE:2021-02-03 

 
 

BETWEEN: 

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

— AND — 

McWilliams 

COURT FILE NO: OTTAWA 10-3631 

CITATION: R v. McWilliams, DATE ONCJ 369 

BROWN J.: 

Introduction 
[1] Jim McWilliams is charged, that on January 17, 2017, in the City of Ottawa, 

committed sexual assault against Lauren Robertson. 

[2] Members of the jury, you have been chosen to hear this case. You are the sole judge 

of the facts. You must decide this case only on the evidence presented to you in this 

courtroom. I am the sole judge of the law, and it is your duty to accept the law as I explain 
it to you. You must not use your own ideas about what the law is or should be. 

Furthermore, you must not rely on information about the law from any other source. 

Evidence is the testimony of witnesses and items entered as exhibits. It may also consist of 

admissions. Evidence includes what each witness says in response to the questions asked. 

The questions themselves are not evidence, unless the witness agrees that what is asked is 
correct. Only the answers are evidence. The Crown and the defence may also agree upon 

certain facts. When this happens, no evidence is required. What they agree upon constitutes 

as facts for this case. This is called an “admission.” You must consider only the evidence 

put before you in the courtroom. 

Keep an open mind as the evidence is being presented. Do not be influenced by sympathy 
for, or prejudice against, anyone. 

[3] The Crown has the burden of proving this charge beyond a reasonable doubt. It is 

your duty, as a juror, to read all of the evidence, to decide the facts, and apply the law as 

given to you at the end of the trial summary. Your decision is to be based on the evidence 

that follows and the 
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legal rules provided at the end of these materials. 

The information presented below is a summary of the trial 
proceedings: 1.0: Evidence at Trial 

1.1 Evidence of Lauren Robertson 
 

[4] Lauren had just moved to Ottawa from Toronto, and, on the night of January 17, 

2017, she wanted to go to the closest Goodlife gym, since she already had a membership. 

Lauren reports driving to the gym at around 7 pm, parking on a side street nearby. She left 
the gym around 8:30 pm and proceeded to walk to her car. She reports walking around 

repeatedly but could not find the street where her car was parked; her cell phone’s battery 

had died and she was still unfamiliar with the area. She was getting nervous, and she 

reports being very tired and just wanting to go home. She spotted a man in the distance and 

decided to ask him for directions. The man introduced himself as Jim. He said he was 
heading that way and could walk her there. Lauren states that she politely declined the 

offer, but Jim insisted on walking with her, saying that it would not be safe to walk alone in 

the dark. According to Lauren, she agreed to let him walk her, and the two walked together 

to her car and exchanged some small talk and a few laughs. Lauren recalls Jim trying to 

hold her hand, but she moved her hand away. Lauren states that when they got to her car, 
Jim was in the middle of a story and asked if they could sit in the backseat of her car for a 

bit so he could finish telling the story. Lauren recalls not wanting this to happen but did not 

want to appear rude, so she agreed. The two went in the backseat and continued their 

conversation. Lauren states that Jim kissed her when he finished his story. She testified that 

she did not feel comfortable, so she asked him to stop. According to Lauren, Jim did not 
listen to her. He continued to kiss her and got on top of her, and pulled down her pants. 

Lauren stated that she tried to push Jim off of her, but her body went numb. Lauren 

testified that she was unable to move. She felt frozen and recalls repeatedly shaking her 

head from side to side. Lauren reports that Jim forced vaginal intercourse with her /oral sex 

on her. 
 

[5] According to Lauren, she does not remember how long the sex lasted, but she 

quickly pulled up her pants as soon as Jim got off her. Before Jim got out of the car, he 

told her that he had a great time with her and hoped they would see each other again soon. 

He hugged her before getting out of the car. Lauren testified that she went straight to the 
police station. 
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[4] Lauren testified that she had never seen Jim McWilliams before the night of 

January 17, 2017, and that the man in court today was indeed the same man she saw on 

January 17, 2017. 
 

[5] The police officer to whom Lauren reported the allegations of sexual assault was 

called to the stand to testify. He confirmed that Lauren had reported the same alleged 

events as given in her testimony. Additionally, the police officer testified that Lauren was 

emotional when she reported the sexual assault and fully cooperated with the police in their 

investigations. 
 

 

[6] In concluding remarks, the Prosecutor, Hamer, argued that Lauren was the victim 

of a sexual assault that resulted from Jim not listening to Lauren’s requests to stop being 

physically intimate. 
 

1.2 Evidence of Jim McWilliams 

[4] According to Jim, he was on the street when a woman approached him, asking for 

directions. He recalled her looking very nervous and tired, so he offered to walk her to her 

car. According to Jim, while on the walk, they engaged in meaningful conversation, and 
she laughed at all his jokes. He felt that Lauren was attracted to him, so he tried to hold 

her hand. Jim recalls that she seemed hesitant but did not say no; he testified that he 

thought Lauren was just shy. He testified that he believed Lauren was equally attracted to 

him since she let him into her car. He recalls that when he kissed her, she seemed to enjoy 

it, so he got on top of her, continued to kiss her, and took off her pants. He testified that 
Lauren never said no, so he thought she was genuinely comfortable with the sex/oral sex 

that was occurring. 
 

[5] He further stated that Lauren seemed interested in him. He testified that he 

hugged her goodbye before he left her car, and she reciprocated the hug. 
 

[6] According to Jim, he mentioned to Lauren that he had a great time and hoped they 

could see each other again. 

12] Jim maintains that at no time did Lauren indicate that she was unwilling to have 

sexual relations with him. Jim concluded his testimony by stating that he was shocked to 
hear that Lauren believed the sex/oral sex was not consensual. 

 
[13] The Defence lawyer, Pacheco, argued that this was not a case of sexual assault 

because Jim had obtained Lauren’s consent. He further argued that Lauren had simply 

experienced regret or shame about the sexual encounter after the fact and was attempting 
to claim that she did not consent to make herself feel better about what had happened. 
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This brings us to the end of the trial summary. Your job is to decide whether the 

defendant, Jim McWilliams, is guilty of the charge of sexual assault. 

 
Both parties agree that sexual relations occurred on the evening in question. The central 

issue in dispute is whether Lauren consented to sexual intercourse with Jim. As the law 

defines it, sexual assault is any touching of another person without their consent where the 
touching is of a sexual nature, or where the sexual integrity of the alleged victim is 

violated. Consent is legally defined as the voluntary agreement of the complainant to 

engage in the sexual activity in question. There is no consent when (1) the complainant 

expresses, by words or conduct, a lack of agreement to engage in the activity; (2) the 

complainant, having consented to engage in sexual activity, expresses, by words or 
conduct, a lack of agreement to continue to engage in that activity. Belief in consent is not a 

defence when (1) the accused did not take reasonable steps, in the circumstances known to 

the accused at the time, to ascertain that the complainant was consenting; or (2) there is no 

evidence that the complainant’s voluntary agreement to the activity was affirmatively 

expressed by words or actively expressed by conduct. In considering your verdict, the 
defendant (Jim) is not required to prove his innocence. Rather, it is the Crown’s burden to 

satisfy the juror beyond a reasonable doubt that each element of the charge has been met. 

The presumption of innocence applies at the beginning and continues throughout the trial, 

 

unless you are satisfied, after considering the whole of the evidence, that the Crown has 

displaced the presumption of innocence by proof of guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. 

1 . If, based upon the evidence, you are sure that (Jim) is guilty of the offence(s) with 

which he is charged, you must convict him/her of that offence since that demonstrates 
that you are satisfied of his guilt beyond a reasonable doubt 

 

2. If you have a reasonable doubt whether (Jim) is guilty of the offence(s) with 

which he is charged, you must give him/her the benefit of that doubt and find him/her 

not guilty. 

 

The only evidence you are to consider is the testimony of the witnesses you read. 

 
Please indicate that you have read the above trial summary. 

I have read the above information. 

 

You will now be presented with a series of questions specific to the case you just read. For 

each question you will be asked to either write an answer that best reflects your opinions or 

select the number on the 7-point scale that reflects your opinion. There are no right or wrong 
answers. We are interested in what you think. 

 

Please be aware that some of the items that you will be asked to answer may seem unusual 

as they are instructional and will direct you how to respond. You should simply answer 

these items as instructed. 
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Appendix E 

Questionnaire 
Female Complainant- Male Defendant Condition 

 
 

*Various attention checks will be asserted throughout the survey asking participants to select a 

number on a 7-point Likert scale. 
 

1. After reading the judge’s instructions, you must now decide upon a verdict. How do you find 

the accused, Jim McWilliams, on the charge of sexual assault? 

o Guilty 

o Not Guilty 

 
2 . Please describe how you reached your verdict. 

 

3 . How confident are you in your verdict decision? 

1. Not at all 2. Not confident 3. Somewhat 4. Neither confident nor confident 5. Somewhat 
confident 6. Confident 7. Very Confident 

 

Please answer the following questions regarding the complainant (I.e., the person who alleges that 

they were sexually assaulted), Lauren Robertson:  

 
1 . How typical is Lauren of people who have been sexually assaulted? 
Not at all 
typical (1) 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

Completely 
typical (7) 

 

2 . How typical is Lauren’s behaviour of victims of sexual assault? 
Not at all 
typical (1) 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

Completely 
typical (7) 

 
3 . How similar is Lauren to a typical sexual assault victim? 
Not at all 
typical (1) 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

Completely 
typical (7) 

 
4 . To what extent do you believe Lauren’s claims? 

 
Not at all (1) 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

Completely 

(7) 

 
5 . To what extent is Lauren credible? 

Not at all 
credible (1) 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

Completely 
credible (7) 

 

6 . To what extent is Lauren responsible for the events described? 

Not at all 

responsible 
(1) 

 
 

2 

 
 

3 

 
 

4 

 
 

5 

 
 

6 

Completely 

responsible 
(7) 
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1. To what extent is Lauren to blame for the events described? 

Not at all 

blameworthy 
(1) 

 
 
2 

 
 

3 

 
 

4 

 
 

5 

 
 

6 

Completely 

blameworthy 
(7) 

 
2 . To what extent was Lauren's behaviour on the night in question appropriate? (reverse 

coded) 

Not at all 

appropriate 
(1) 

 
 

2 

 
 

3 

 
 

4 

 
 

5 

 
 

6 

Completely 

appropriate 
(7) 

 
 

3. To what extent do you sympathize with Lauren? (reverse coded) 

 
Not at all (1) 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

Completely 
(7) 

 
 

Please answer the following questions regarding the accused (I.e., the person accused of 

sexual assault), Jim McWilliams:  

: 
 

1. How typical is Jim of people who have committed a sexual assault? 
Not at all 
typical (1) 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

Completely 
typical (7) 

 
2 . How typical is Jim’s behaviour of others who have committed a sexual assault? 
Not at all 

typical (1) 
 

2 
 

3 
 

4 
 

5 
 

6 

Completely 

typical (7) 

 
3 . How similar is Jim to a typical perpetrator of sexual assault? 

Not at all 
typical (1) 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

Completely 
typical (7) 

 

4 . To what extent do you believe Jim’s claims? 

 
Not at all (1) 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

Completely 
(7) 

 
 

5. To what extent is Jim credible? 

Not at all 

credible (1) 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

Completely 

credible (7) 

 

6 . To what extent is Jim responsible for the events described? 

Not at all 

responsible 
(1) 

 
 

2 

 
 

3 

 
 

4 

 
 

5 

 
 

6 

Completely 

responsible 
(7) 
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1. To what extent is Jim to blame for the events described? 

Not at all 

blameworthy 
(1) 

 
 

2 

 
 

3 

 
 

4 

 
 

5 

 
 

6 

Completely 

blameworthy 
(7) 

 

 

1. To what extent was Jim's behaviour on the night in question appropriate? (reverse coded) 

Not at all 
appropriate 
(1) 

 
 

2 

 
 

3 

 
 

4 

 
 

5 

 
 

6 

Completely 
appropriate 
(7) 

 
 

Please answer the following questions regarding the alleged sexual assault: 

 
1 . To what extent are the events in this case like a typical sexual assault? 
Not at all 
typical (1) 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

Completely 
typical (7) 

 
 

2. To what extent are the events in this case like a typical act of consensual sex? 
Not at all 
typical (1) 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

Completely 
typical (7) 

 
3. How severe would you consider this incident? 
Not at all 
Severe (1) 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

Completely 
Severe (7) 

 

4. How traumatic would you consider the incident for the complainant, Lauren Robertson? 
Not at all 
Traumatic  
(1) 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

Completely 
Traumatic 
(7) 
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The remaining series of questions ask you to recall some details from the case you read. 

Select the answer that you believe is most accurate. 
 

1. Were the complainant and the accused drinking on the night in question?  
1 . yes 

2 . no 

3 . This information was not provided 

2 . Did the complainant and the accused know each other before the alleged event?  

1 . yes 
2 . no 

3 . this information was not provided 

 
3 . Who is being accused  of sexual assault?  

1 . Lauren 
2 . Jim 

3. Samantha 

4 . Paul 

5 . This information was not provided 

 
 4. Who is accusing someone of sexual assault? 

1. Lauren 

2. Jim 

3. Samantha 
4. Paul 

5. This information was not provided 

 

 5. What did the complainant claim that the accused did? 

     1. Forced intercourse 
     2. Forced oral sex 

     3. Forced anal sex 

                4. This information was not provided 
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Appendix F 
The Illinois Rape Myth Acceptance Scale 

McMahon & Farmer, 2011 

 

Below are a number of General statements. They are NOT specific to the scenario you read.  

 
Read each item and select a position on the scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree to 

indicate YOUR LEVEL OF AGREEMENT with each statement. 

   

Strongly 

Disagree (5) Disagree (4) 

Neither 

Disagree nor 

Agree (3) Agree (2) 

Strongly 

Agree (1) 

1. If a woman is raped 

while she is drunk, she is 

at least somewhat 
responsible for letting 

things get out of hand. 

       

2. When women go to 

parties wearing revealing 

clothes, they are asking 
for trouble. 

       

3. If a woman goes to a 

room alone with a man at 

party, it is her own fault if 

she is raped. 

       

4. When women get 

raped, it’s often because 

the way they said “no” 

was unclear. 

       

5. If a woman initiates 
kissing or hooking up, she 

should not be surprised if 

a man assumes she wants 

to have sex. 

       

6. When men rape, it is 
usually because of their 

strong desire for sex. 

       

7. Men don’t usually 

intend to force sex on a 

woman, but sometimes 
they get too sexually 

carried away. 
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8. Rape happens when a man’s sex drive goes out of control.     

9. If a man is drunk, he might rape someone unintentionally.     

10. It shouldn’t be considered rape if a man is drunk and didn’t 

realize what he was doing. 
    

11. If both people are drunk, it can’t be rape.     

12. If a woman doesn’t physically resist sex—even if protesting 

verbally—it can’t be considered rape. 
    

13. If a woman doesn’t physically fight back, you can’t really say it 

was rape. 
    

14. A rape probably doesn’t happen if a woman doesn’t have any 

bruises or marks. 
    

15. If the accused “rapist” doesn’t have a weapon, you really can’t 
call it rape. 

    

16. If a woman doesn’t say “no” she can’t claim rape.     

17. A lot of times, women who say they were raped agreed to have 

sex and then regret it. 
    

18. Rape accusations are often used as a way of getting back at men.     

  

19. A lot of times, women who say they were raped often led the man on 

and then had regrets. 

20. A lot of times, women who claim they were raped have emotional 

problems. 

21. Women who are caught cheating on their boyfriends sometimes claim it 

was rape 
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Appendix G 

Male Rape Myth Acceptance Scale 

Anderson, 2007 

 

Below are a number of General statements. They are NOT specific to the scenario you read.  

 

Read each item and select a position on the scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree to 

indicate YOUR LEVEL OF AGREEMENT with each statement. 

   

Strongly 

Disagree 

(1) 

Moderately 

Disagree 

(2) 

Slightly 

Disagree 

(3) 

Slightly 

Agree (4) 

Moderately 

Agree (5) 

Strongly 

Agree (6) 

1. It is a terrible 

experience for a man 

to be raped by a 

woman. 

        

2. The extent of a 

man's resistance 

should be a major 

factor in determining 

if he was raped. 

        

3. Any healthy man 

can successfully resist 

a rapist if he really 

wants to. 

   

4. If a man obtained 

an erection while 

being raped it 

probably means that 

he started to enjoy it. 

        

5. A man can enjoy 

sex even if it is being 

forced upon him. 

        

6. Most men who are 

raped by a woman are 

very upset by the 

incident. 

        

7. Many men claim 

rape if they have 

consented to 

homosexual relations 
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but have changed their 

minds afterward. 

8. Most men who are 

raped by a woman are 

somewhat to blame 

for not escaping or 

fighting off the 

woman. 

        

9. Male rape is usually 

committed by 

homosexuals. 

        

10. A man who has 

been raped has lost his 

manhood. 

        

11. Most men who are 

raped by a man are 

somewhat to blame 

for not escaping or 

fighting off the man. 

        

12. Most men who are 

raped by a woman are 

somewhat to blame 

for not being more 

careful. 

        

13. If a man told me 

that he had been raped 

by another man, I 

would suspect that he 

is homosexual. 

        

14. Most men who 

have been raped have 

a history of 

promiscuity. 

        

15. No self-respecting 

man would admit to 

being raped. 

        

16. Women who rape 

men are sexually 

frustrated individuals. 

        

17. A man who allows 

himself to be raped by 
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another man is 

probably homosexual. 

18. Most men 

would not enjoy being 

raped by a woman. 

        

19. Men who parade 

around nude in a 

locker room are 

asking for trouble. 

        

20. Male rape is more 

serious when the 

victim is heterosexual 

than when the victim 

is homosexual. 

        

21. I would have a 

hard time believing a 

man who told me that 

he was raped by a 

woman. 
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Appendix H 

Oral Sex Scale 

Starosta & Maeder, 2020 

 

Below are a number of General statements. They are NOT specific to the scenario you 

read.  

 

Read each item and select a position on the scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree to 

indicate YOUR LEVEL OF AGREEMENT with each statement 

 

Strongly Disagree 

(5) Disagree (4) 

Neither Disagree 

nor Agree (3) Agree (2) 

Strongly Agree 

(1) 

 

1. One cannot be forced to give oral sex. 

2. Forced oral sex is not sexual assault. 

3. Oral sex cannot be forced on to someone else. 
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Appendix I 

Demographic Questions 

 

1. What is your age?     

 

2. What is your gender? Please select all that apply. 

o Male 

o Female 

o Non-binary 

o Transgender 

o Not listed (please specify): 

 

3. What is the highest level of education that you have obtained? 

o Doctoral or professional degree 

o Master's degree 

o Bachelor's degree 

o Associate's degree 

o Postsecondary non-degree award 

o Some college, no degree 

o High school diploma or equivalent 

o Less than high school 

 

4. Please indicate what your present religion is, if any. 

o Protestant (Baptist, Methodist, Non-denominational, Lutheran, Presbyterian, 

Pentecostal, Episcopalian, Reformed, Church of Christ, etc.) 

o Roman Catholic (Catholic) 

o Mormon (Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints/LDS) 

o Orthodox (Greek, Russian, or another orthodox church) 

o Jewish (Judaism) 

o Muslim (Islam) 

o Buddhist 

o Hindu 

o Atheist (do not believe in God) 

o Agnostic (not committed to believing in existence or non existence of God) 

o Nothing in particular 

o Not listed (please specify) 

 

5. What is your racial/ethnic background? Please select all that apply. 

o South Asian 

o Chinese 

o Black 

o Filipino 

o White 
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o Latin American 

o Indigenous Peoples of Canada (First Nations/Metis/Inuk) 

o Arab 

o Southeast Asian (e.g., Vietnamese, Cambodian, Laotian, Thai, etc.) 

o West Asian (e.g., Iranian, Afghan, etc.) 

o Korean 

o Japanese 

o Not listed (please specify) 

6. Please indicate where your political beliefs fall, using the scale 

below. Liberal Conservative 

0 1 2   3   4   5 6 7 8 9 10 
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Appendix J 

Debriefing Form 

 

Thank you for your participation in this study. This is a debriefing form that will clarify the 

purpose of our study and why we are interested in this issue. 

 

What are we trying to learn in this research and how was this study designed? 

The purpose of this study is to understand whether judgments surrounding complainants 

and defendants of sexual assault are influenced by the complainant’s gender, defendant’s 

gender, and the type of sexual assault itself. As such, within the hypothetical sexual assault 

vignettes the complainant and defendant’s gender was manipulated with some participants 

reading the complainant was a male, and the defendant was a female, and others reading 

that the complainant was a female, and the defendant was a male. Within the two different 

conditions participants were briefly either told the sexual assault in question was vaginal 

intercourse or oral sex. In addition to evaluating a case, participants are also asked to report 

on their personal beliefs and attitudes about sexual assault. 

 

Why was the use of deception necessary? 

Deception occurs when information is intentionally omitted or when misinformation is 

intentionally delivered. In our study, we were not able to inform you of the specific purpose of 

the study. Deception was employed to avoid an effect of social desirability, which is a 

phenomenon where individuals modify their answers to fit with what they perceive to be socially 

acceptable. Please be aware that you can withdraw your data from this study if you wish. 
 

What are our hypotheses and predictions? 

Previous research suggests that among some individuals, decisions in sexual assault 

cases are different depending on the victim and accused's gender (Anderson, 2007; Pica 

et al., 2018; Starosta & Schuller, 2020). We expect that judgments will be harsher for 

male complainants of female perpetrated sexual assault than female complainants of 

male perpetrated sexual assault. We predict that judgments would be harsher for the 

complainants of oral sex sexual assault compared to vaginal intercourse sexual assault, 

based on the prevailing myth that only intercourse equates a sexual assault (Lefkovitz et 

al., 2014; Lefkovitz et al., 2016). 

 

Where can I learn more? 

Anderson, I. (2007). What is a typical rape? Effects of victim and participant gender in female 

 and male rape perceptions. British Journal of Social Psychology, 46, 225-245.  

 

Lefkowitz, E. S., Shearer, C. L., Gillen, M. M., & Espinosa-Hernandez, G. (2014). How 

 gendered attitudes relate to women's and men's sexual behaviors and beliefs. Sexuality  

& Culture, 18(4), 833–846. https://doi.org/10.1007/s12119-014 
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 Lefkowitz, E. S., Vasilenko, S. A., & Leavitt, C. E. (2016). Oral vs. vaginal sex experiences 

 and consequences among first-year college students. Archives of Sexual Behavior, 

 45(2), 329–337. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10508-015-0654-6 

 

What if I have questions later? 

If you have any remaining concerns, questions, or comments about the experiment, please feel 

free to contact Cassandra Starosta (Principal Investigator), at: cassandra.starosta@carleton.ca, or 

Dr. Evelyn Maeder (Faculty Sponsor), at: evelyn.maeder@carleton.ca. 

 

Should you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact the REB Chair, Carleton 

University Research Ethics Board-B (by email: ethics@carleton.ca). For all other questions 

about the study, please contact the researcher." 
 

This study has been cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board – B (CUREB-B 

Clearance # 111967). 

 

Is there anything I can do if I found this experiment emotionally draining? 

If this experiment has caused you any emotional distress, please call 1-800-273-TALK (8255) to 

connect to a skilled and trained counselor at a crisis center in your area. This service is available 

24/7. 

mailto:cassandra.starosta@carleton.ca
mailto:evelyn.maeder@carleton.ca
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Appendix K 

 

Consent-to-keep-data Form 

 

The purpose of a consent-to-keep-data form is to make sure that you can make an informed 

decision regarding whether you would like your data included in this study. We include this 

form after explaining the true purpose of our study and the reasons for which deception was 

necessary. This form is meant to give you an opportunity to withdraw your data from the 

study, now that you are aware of its purpose. If you wish to withdraw your data, it will be 

deleted. You will still be compensated for your participation. 

By signing this form, you indicate that you understand that you were not informed of the 

true purpose of this study prior to completing your participation in the study, and that you 

understand the reasons regarding the necessity of the use of deception in this study. 

This study has been cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board – B 

(CUREB-B Clearance # 106488). 

Please indicate whether you do / do not continue to consent to the use of your data. 

 

  I consent to the use of my data 

 

  I do not consent to the use of my data 

 


